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Hello and welcome to SPIRIT no.4 thats one 
very eventful year behind us now,although 
we still have much to look forward to in 
the coming year.Neils book,the live album 
and of course the video filmed at the NEC 
in April.Yes,plenty to look forward to. 

I hope you managed to attend at least one 
of the shows on the last tour-(Some of you 
did,see reviews this issue)Hello to all 
the people we met at the gigs,a good time 
waS had by all concerned.A big welcome to 
the many new readers we now have since 
the tour.I do hope your enjoying the mag. 

PLEASE KEEP SENDING IN YOUR OWN CONTIBUTIONS 
I know i keep on about this,but without 
your input it would cease to be a !!lizine. 

If your a regular reader and have not yet 
SUBSCRlBED,would you please consider doing 
so? £6/4 issues.DO NOT SEND CASH!Cheques 
P/Orders only-payable "SPIRIT OF RUSH" !! 

Issue no.5 will be available mid September. 
Watch the music press for the adverts. 
BETTER TO SUBSCRIBE THOUGH!!! 

A PRnZ VIEW 

AIRBORNE. MIKE OLDFIELD 
Issue 4 now available. Cost is 70p(UK) 
SOp (EUROPE) £1-10 (USA/CANADA/AUSTRALIA) 
Pri.ces include postage.Send cheque/p.o. 
(UK) International money order elsewhere. 
PROM RAY MARTLAND.32,ROSSALL ROAD,ANSDELL 
LYTHAM ST. ANNES,LANCS.FY8 4ES. 

ZOSO,LED ZEPPELIN 
VOL 2,~O.7 now available.Cost is $3 North 
America / $4 Elsewhere , Europe ETC. FROM -
ZOSO,1390,h~RKET STREET SUITE,SAN FRAN
CISCO, CALIFORNIA, 94102.USA. 

AMAZING PUDDING,PINK FLOYD 
Issues 30 & 31 now available. 6 Issue sub 
£4-20(UK) £4-80(EUROPE) £6-60(USA/CANADA) 
FROM ANDY MABBETT.67,CRAMLINGTON ROAD, 
GREAT BARR,BIRMINGHAM. B42 2EE. 

LAUREL & HARDY MAGAZINE 
Price £1-25 per issue ~ HELPN~TES UK, 
1,WOLLASTON CLOSE,GILLINGHAM,KENT.ME8 9SH. 
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EDITOR : MICK BURNETT 
CO-EDITORS : MICK PARRY 

III 1 NO.4 

NEIL ELLIOTT 
TYPIST : SUSAN AUGAR 
PRINTERS : PRINT PLUS (LES) 
CONTRIBUTORS: LOADS OF ••• 
1~NY THANKS TO ~VERYONE WHO 
HAS TAKEN THE TIME TO HELP. 
YOUR EFFORTS ARE APPRECIATED. 
KEEP IT UP!! 

NEWSPEAK! 
NEIL HAS A BOOK BEING PUBLISHED 
IN THE SUMMER, DETAILING HIS 
EXPERIENCES IN AFRICA & CHINA. 
PUBLISHED BY RANDOM HOUSE IN 
NORTH AMERICA,A EUROPEAN DEAL 
IS STILL TO BE CONFIRMED. 

THE NEW DOUBLE LIVE SET LOOKS 
ON SCHEDULE FOR A SEPTEMBER 
RELEASE (WORL~¥IDE WE HOPE) 

PRllvffi MOVER WAS RELEASED AS A 
SINGLE In APRIL TO COINCIDE 
WITH THE EUROPEAN TOUR.IT CANiE 
In THE FOLLOWING FORMATS _ 
7" PICTURE SLEEVE (RUSH 14) 
7" WHITE VINYL (RUSHR 14) 
12" PICTURE SLEEVE (RUSH 1412) 
12" 3D EFFECT PICTURE SLEEVE (1412) 
CD SInGLE PIC SLEEVE LIMITED 
EDITION WITH NO.SLEEVE (RUSCD 14) 
7"PROMO DJ COpy (RUSH 14DJ) 

THE SPIRIT OF RADIO HAS BEEN 
RELEASED IN THE OLD GOLD FOm~T. 
B/W CLOSER TO THE HEART (OG 9767) 

PRIME MOVER (AGAIN) WAS RELEASED 
AS A PRomo CD SINGLE IN NORTH 
AMERICA LAST SEPTEMBER,IN A VERY 
LIMITED EDITION. (ANYONE HAVE ONE?) 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FOR SALE: GUITAR PLAYER MAGAZINE. INCLUDES i BASS GUITARIST (\YRO SINes iliAD VOCALS) WANTED 
FREE FLEXI-DISC BY CANADIAN GUITAR SUl'll'1IT I UffiENTLY FOR BAND IN BEXLEY - KENT AREA. MUST 
~.JHICH INCLUDES ALEX Lll'ESON. ONLY A COUPLE I BE 1a - 25, DEDICATED, FULL OF IDEAS AND 
LEFT. PRICE £5 INCWDING POST AND PAt:KOC. I GOODISH. 
SEND '110 NEIL ELLIOTl', 17 NINEHAI'13 GAHDl!.:1JS I INFillENCES - RUSH (OF COURSE) LED ZEPPELIN, 
CATERHAI1, SURREY CR3 5LP. I POLICE, YES, JETH:aO TULL ErC,EI'C. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 PLEASE PHONE PHIL ON 0322-332395 FAST, BEFORE 
FOR SALE: ''l'INE STAND STILL' OFFICIAL I !!E_S,,!N!SS_~T£!: ~!:T~ .9F_~S~ ~~R~~I.9N~ ___ _ 
'PR0l'10 VIDEO COPY ALSO THE PROMO FILM OF I WANTED 1]]E Rusa AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, OVER 
'LOCK ANn KEY' ON THE SAME TAPE. PRICE I 200, SHOWS TO TRADE. SEND YOUR LISTS AND WANTS 
£7:50 INCLUDES TAPE .Al\1]) POST AND PACKllG. I AND/OR REQUEST ' OURS. ADDR8SS AT F'OOT OF PAGE • 

. CHEQUES PA:ABlli TO L. ;:)Pi1Ailll~, 17 .I!'ALKLANDI m ruSa-s~ris-o~ ~:S-Y~U-~-miR~ ~ ~- ~ 
HOUSE, BROHLEY ROAD, WNDON SE6. I Ia'W'vI AND I'LL TRY AND FIND, THEN FOR YOU. LISTS 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I TO NEIL. ADD~SS BELOW. 

I AUCTIONI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

THE FOLLOWIN:i ITEMS ARE U-P E'OR AUCTION • ilGAIN::JT EACH ONE IS THE IvWUivllJ11 BID vIE HILL ACCEPT. 
SEND YOUR O.l!'l"E.rlS, HI WRITING .F'IRS!', TO REACH NEIL BY. 3~ AUGUST '88 •. IF YOU HAVE ANYTHrn; 
THAT YOU WISH TO TRADE INal'EAD O}' A CASH OJ!~'EB 1J!.T Nd: KNOIv:: 

1) THE BIG IvIQNEY 7" GATEFOID \HNDOW SLEEVE MB £5 I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ _ 
2) Tlf2 BIG MONEY 7" I!fD EDITION DOUBLE PACK M811B ~.' _ I HANTED: "POWER WINDOWS" AND "HOVING 
3) SUBDIVISIONS 7" PICTURE DISC &.0 I PICTURES" TOUR PR(x;RANMES. STATE 
4.) 'l'IME STAND STILL 7" U.S. COpy Dll'}'. FS 1'1B £6 I PRICE AND CONDITION. TO G.HARPER, 
5) TIlvrE s--rAND S'TILL 7" LTD EDITION PS l"IB £4 I 58 GRANGE ROAD, S~lJTH CROYDON, 
6) COUNTDOWN SHAPED PICTURE DISC M.8 £10 SU RJ.1EY • 
7) CLOSEH TO 'rIlE HEARl' 12" PS 1'18. £7 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8) THE B~G MON1<'Y 12" U.s. PRONO (H8BCURY) M8 £b I WANTED: ARTICLES, l~'VIEWS, PHOTO'S, 

oJ: J:.. I TICKETS, ADVERI'S, Aln'WORK ErC. 
9) FOHCE TEN 12" U.S. PROHO (l'1li!RJURY) MB £7 I ANYTHllG THAT WE CAN USE IN "SPIlUT" 

10) TIME srrAND STILL U.K. DJ PH01"10 12" t1B £5 I l!'0£i Ol'HER :E'ANS TO SHARE. ITEr1S 
u) TIME srAND STILL 12" PIC'l'URI:!.! DISC . Me £4 I WILL BE R0rUillTED PROiVIP'l'LY AFTEH USE . 
12) INTER'lIEil WITH AIEX 12" PICT URE DISC NB £1 0 I SEND TO l'1ICK, "THE SPIRIT OF RUSH" 
13) HEMISPHERES RED VINYL LP CANADIAN M8 £15 I 6 
14) POWER \IDIDO'.IS PICTUHE DI~ LP M8 £10 2 BERWICK TOvIER, KNOYIE STREET, 

I LONDON BE l4 6EY. CHEERS. 
15) TI}lE STAND STILL PROMO CD SIlIDLE M8 £20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
16) SICNALS TOUR PROG RAIVIlVIE M8 £8 
17) HOLD YOUR FIHE '88 TOUR POSTEH 25"x35" MB £3 

arHER BANDS 

A) DEF LEPPARD - POuR SOl'1E SUGAR ON ME (SPECIAL EDITION SHAPED PICTURE DISC) 
B) F'REODIE lVIEl1CURY - GREAT PRb.'TENDER (10" \VHIT.u.: LABEL PrlONO) 
C) W.A.S.P. - I DON'T N£ED NO DOG'1\)R (7" IJr.I) EDITION RED VINYL BLOOD PACK) 
D) THE WHO - SUBSTITUTE 12" 
E) WHI'l'ESNAKE - IS THIS IDVE (12" WHIT~ LAB.b:L Pl\Ol"lO) 

MB £3:50 
ME £5 
ME £3 
ME. £4 
MB £5 

TO TRADE, SELL, SWAP, WANT ETC. SEND AD'S AT lOp PER WORD 
INCLUDING NAME & ADDRESS, MADE PAYABLE TO "THE 
SPtRIT OF RUSH" C/O :- NEIL ELLIOTT, ' 17 NINEHAMS GARDENS, 
CATERHAM, SURREY CR3 5LP. 
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THE TOUR BOOKS o 

o o 
Written By Geoff Sheard 

One area which Neil Peart pays special attention to is the tour book (Concert 
programme, tour programme, call them what you like), Ovel' the last half dozen tours Neil 
has written a history of how the 'new' album was recorded, the problems that were 
encountered and what is new and different about this album, as opposed to all those that 
have gone before. This makes the tour books very useful to a Rush collector, if you 
collect them all they form a detailed album by album account of the history of Rush. 

There have been ten Rush tour books, to the best of my know ledge, one for every 
album since All the worlds a stage, except Exit ... stage left and Hemispheres for which 
there were none and two respectively. The first of these tour books was something of a 
budget affair to go with the 1977 British tour. The tour book is twelve pages long, with 
the only full colour pages being a centre page spread of Alex and Geddy. The tOUl' book 
is otherwise made up of pages printed in yellow and red or yellow and green. Through 
the tour book there are sections of text written by Geoff Barton describing life in the 
year 2112 from the priests of the temples of syrinx point of view. This tour book is of 
historical interest as it is from the first Rush U.K. tour. There were only seven dates on 
this tour, they didn't all sell out, and not everyone there bought a tour book. Most tour , 
books from the 1977 British tour will have got lost or thrown out over the last eleven 
years, so copies of it in mint condition are rare indeed. Is it the first ever Rush tour 
book? I don't know. The first three Rush albums were not commercially successful enough 
to give Rush full headlining status. 2112 was far more successful than its predecessors, 
however after its release Rush actually supported Aerosmith in their home town of 
Toronto. 2112 was recorded during the winter of 1976, with All the worlds a stage being 
recorded at Toronto's Massey Hall on june 11, 12, 13th 1977. This means that during early 
1977 Rush were still playing as support act in their home town, not making headline 
status until they returned in june. Perhaps there was a tour book for the 2112 tour, 01' a 
p~ge in a Kiss, Aerosmith or Blue Oyster Cult tour book when Rush were playing as their 
suport. 

The first British tour may have provided the impetus for the band's management to 
pull their finger out and get some merchandise together for the first time. There is no 
doubt about the budget, rather unprofessional 1977 British tour book , if that isn 't the 
band's first effort then the previous attempts must be pretty rough! 

The 1977 British tour finished at the Liverpool Empire on June 13th 1977. The sleeve 
notes of A farewell to kings says it was 'recorded at Rockfield Studios, Wales, june 1977' 
which indicates that the band dived straight into the studio after the last Bl"itish date. 
Rush did not hang around · as regards another tour, by February 12th 1978 they were back 
in the U.K. playing Birmingham Odeon, the first of 14 British dates. The tour book was 
all you would expect from a successful band, twenty four pages long with a purple cover 
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on which there was an 8"x 8" colour picture of the A farewell to kings album cover with 
the words 'Rush wodd tour 77-78 Exclusive concert Edition' under it. 

The A farewell to kings tour book centre page spread and front and back covers are in 
coloLir while the rest is in black and white. The first few pages list the U.K. tour dates, 
and the people and companies who help keep Rush on the road. The fourth page is an 
advert for the first six Rush albums, and the 'new' single, Closer to the heart. Two pages 
are given over to a brief history of Rush titled 'A condensed Rush primer, by Neil Peart'. 
During the course of the primer Neil describes how the band came together, how he 
joined, the near failure of the band after Caress of steel and the subsequent success of 
2112 and All the worlds a stage. He sights the future as 'touring the United States and 
Canada extensively until February 1978, when we plan to return to Europe .. :. Rush must 
have knocked out A farewell to kings and gone straight back on the road, do they never 
get tired? The rest of the tour book is made up of band photos, and a double page 
spread for each band member with a brief description of their equipment. 

The A farewell to kings tour covered at least the U.S.A., Canada, Bl"itain and mainland 
Europe. Howevet', my tour book is definitely from 'The 1978 U.K. wintet' tour'. Presumably 
different versions from the U.S.A., Canada and Europe exist, although I have never come 
across them. 

By June 1978 Rush were back at Rockfield Studios recording Hemispheres. Was 
Hemispheres the best or worst Rush album yet? Opinion was divided (excuse the pun) 
although the album did sell well, which ensured that the 'Tour of the Hemisphet'es' was a 
sellout when it opened at Newcastle City Hall on April 23rd 1979. 

Was the tour book any good? Is the sky blue? Is Luxembourg small? Was it any 
good? ...... yes! The best yet, another twenty four page effort, but much more colour this 
time. A page given over to U.K. and Europe tour dates. A page 'Behind the scenes' about 
how the show is set up and run. A page by Geoff Barton about the history of Rush. 
Personally I prefer Neil Peart's wl"itten work, but Geoff Barton's effort is accurate and 
complete, if brief. The main body of the tOllr book is made up of black and white and 
colour pictures of the band, with each band member having a double page spread 
containing photos and an equipment list. This format was to become familiar, with the 
black and white pages giving way to a full colollr production as the band became more 
successful. 

To me the most stl"iking aspect of the Hemispheres tOLir book is the double page 
spread advertising all the albums Rush had released, in chronological order, up to that 
point. This was a piece of marketing genius, the album covers for all eight albums 
(jncluding Archives) were aranged four to the left and fout, to the dght. The full double 
Hemispheres album cover is across the centre with the Hemispheres logo above it. All 
eight albums have a complete track listing next to them, so you can see which album 
songs come from. I saw Rush for the first time on the Hemispheres tour and remember 
getting up the day after the gig, reading my tour book and thinking 'look at all these 
albums I haven't got!'. At the time I only had All the worlds a stage and Hemispheres so 
I went out and bought the rest! Just what the band intended. 

The last gig of the 'Tout, of the Hemispheres' was at the Pink Pop Festival in Holland 
011 June 4th 1979. Most festivals have a pt'ogt'amme with a few pages on each band 
playing. Pet'haps there is a Pink Pop concert programme that features Rush, if so I have 
not come across it. 

After the Pink Pop Festival Rush went home for their first Summer holiday in four 
years. They started writing songs for what was to become Permanent waves in July 1979 
and decided to get themselves into top form for recording the album by doing a few 
quick dates. This was the 'Semi-tour of some of the hemispheres'. They only had time for 
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a couple of dates' in Britain, on September 21st and 22nd at the dreadful Stafford Bingley 
Hall, the acoustics being so bad they turned Rush into one big wall of noise. The tour 
book for the ·Semi-tou." was a curious thing indeed. It was furnished with a nice colour 
cover, and was an impressive twenty eight pages long, however at first sight I was not 
sure it was a tour book. On the cover was written 'Rush - The words and the pictures' 
and inside were photos of the band (disappointingly in black and white) and photos of 
Neil Peart's original hand writen and illustrated lyrics for the first six studio albums. 
There is no doubt, however that this is a tour book as the introductory page (again 
writen by Geoff Barton) finishes • ... enjoy to nights concert and watch out for me in the 
front rows .. .'. I assume that 'The words and the pictures' had been put togethe.' for 
independant release, and was hastily commandeered as a tour book when Rush decided to 
slip in this qUick tour. The story does not end here as in 1980 'The words and the 
pictures' Volume Two apeared. Apart from the lyrics, there are infact no words at all in 
this book! It is very much like the first volume, twenty eight pages again, mostly black 
and white and this time featuring lyrics from Permanent waves. Many lyrics from the first 
six studio albums were included, repeated from the fiJ'st volume. It would seem that after 
using the first volume as a tour book, the release of Permanent waves quickly rendered It 
out of date. The first volume was then re-hashed to include the new lyrics and put out 
as Volume Two. As the inner sleeve of Permanent waves has all the lyriCs for the album 
printed on it, there is no reason to buy Volume Two unless you want to see Neil Peart's 
original copies of the lyrics. I would say that Volume Two is worth having, if for this 
reason alone. 

Permanent waves was recorded during the end of September and October 1979 at Le 
Studio, Morin Heights, Quebec, with the mixing taking place at Trident Studios in London 
during Novembe.'. Early in the new year Rush were back on the road, arriving in the U.K. 
in June 1980. The tou.' book for the Permanent waves tour was the first in a new 
'international' style that they have retained right up to, and including, the Hold your fire 
tour. The tou.' book contains no tour dates, so can be sold worldwide and at first sight it 
looks like a copy of the Permanent waves album. It is 12"x 12" and has the Permanent 
waves album cover on the front with the Mercury logo and the catalogue number 
SRM-1-4001 on it indicating that the U.S. album cover was used. The tour book cover has 
'Chicago Daily Tribune' and 'Dewey defeats Truman' blanked out, but does have the 'Lee, 
Peart and Lifeson' sign. In the U.K. there were two versions of the Permanent waves 
album cover, one like the tour book but with only Lifeson on the sign, the second with 
'Blank Daily Blank', 'Dewey defeats Truman' and the full 'Lee, Peart and Lifeson' sign. I 
sometimes wonder how many variations on the Permanent waves album cover there are 
world-wide! 

The Permanent Waves tour book is twenty pages long, thirteen of which are in black 
and white. Incredibly you have to wait until the Grace under pressure tour book until you 
get a full colour production. Pages three to five are titled 'Personal waves, the story of 
an album by Neil Peart' and are a vast improvement on Geoff Barton's efforts in the 
previous two tour books. Neil gives an excellent desc.'iption of the making of Permanent 
waves, detailing the the 'Semi-toU!' of some of the Hemispheres' and how it came about. 
Many of the photos in the tour book are either lifted from The words and the pictures' 
first volume, Volume Two, or are obviously taken from the same photo sessions. The 
remaining photos are a selection of classic live shots, some of which are familiar from 
previous tour books. Each member of the band gets just one precious colour page to 
describe their equipment. The back inside cover of the tour book is given over to the 
album covers, all nine of them, and a full track listing for all the albums. I feel that this 
advert for the Rush back catalouge is not as good as the Hemispheres tou.' book, however 
it does its job well enough, it makes you realise that there is a lot of Rush to buy. 

The declared intention of Rush was to release a second live album after the Permanent 
waves tour, however they changed their mind on May 9th 1980 after the second of four 
nights at the New York Palladium. They decided to make another studio album as they 
were feeling very positive and not in need of the creative rest offered by a live album. 
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August and September were sp'ep~ .w<?s~ing on ideas for new songs, with a short series of 
dates ending on October 1st 1980' at Pertland, Maine, to get Rush ·into top form before 
entering the studio. The short tour did not make it to the U.K., and if there . was a tour 
book I do not know about it. I suspect that the Permanent waves tour book was sold as 
it was still the most recent Rush album at the time. 

During October and November of 1980 Rush recorded and mixed Moving pictures at Le 
Studio. This album was a landmark. Regarded by many as a peak in achievement, summing 
- up everything the band had been trying to do it represented a turning point - it sold 
really well! In excess of three million copies in fact, and suddenly Rush were selling out 
stadiums, not theatres, in North America. 

Rush were back on the road in early 1981, and after a long North American trek made 
it to the U.K. in October 1981. The tour book was along the same lines as for the 
Permanent waves tour, at first sight looking like a copy of the album with it's 12"x 12" 
format and the Moving pictures cover on the front. The only addition to the album cover 
were the words 'Ninteen hundred and eighty one' printed under the words 'Moving 
pictures'. It is twenty pages long, seven of them in black and white. Two of the black and 
white pages contain 'A Rush newsreel, byline: Neil Peart', where once again Neil descdbes 
how the 'new' happened. The remaining five black and white pages go almost unoticed, 
adding contrast to the mainly colour production. You would not think the band were 
trying to cut corners by printing some pages in black and white, although there is little 
doubt that they are! 

Like the Permanent waves tour book one page is given over to each band member, with 
a picture and a short description of the equipment used. One page is given over to a list 
of those who help keep Rush on the road, and another is an advert for the Rush back 
catalogue, like the one in the Permanent waves tour book, with the addition of a Moving 
pictures track listing. The tour book is in an international style again, with no tour dates 
and no indication of whether it is to accompany a U.S., Canadian or U.K. tour. I often 
wonder if any of the later international style tour books are available with Neil's text 
translated, perhaps into Japanese to accompany a tour there. Once again if such tour 
books exist I have not come across them. 

The Moving pictures tour book has a more polished look to it than any of its 
predecessors. The time and effort that has gone into it is evident, with more ."ecent 
photos of the band, many of which are clearly taken during the making of Moving 
pictures. There is one particularly nice page that shows Neil's hand written and illustrated 
lyrics for the Moving pictures album. As fas as I am aware this is the only place these 
are published. 

After the British tour Rush went back to Le Studio, and by September 1981 were busy 
mixing Exit, .. stage left. This task was completed by Christmas, allowing the band some 
time off before retreating to The Grange, Muskaka Lakes, Ontario to spend March 1982 
working on songs fo." what was to become Signals. It is perhaps surprising that Rush did 
not take six months off after mixing Exit ... stage left then release it and tOUt'. This would 
have let them of the hook as regards a new studio album and explains why there is no 
Exit ... stage left tour book, they never toured to promote it. April to July 1982 were spent 
recording and mixing Signals, with the obligitary huge North American tour following. The 
success of Moving pictures meant that the Signals tour of the U.S.A. and Canada was 
even longer than usual. This coupled with the long delay between finishing the Mo~'ing 
pictures tour and stat'ting the Signals tour (due to the mixing of Exit ... stage If;ft) meant 
that Rush did not tour the U.K. during 1982. 

The annual Rush tour had been on the calender since 1977, and with hindsight the 
absence of live dates during 1982 was an indication of things to come as the Grace under 
pressure and Power windolYs tours did not make the U.K., or Europe, at all. British fans 
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had to wait until May 1983 before the Signals tour arrived in the U.K. It was another 
short series of sold out shows, with the tour book continuing in the style of the previous 
two. The 12"x 12" tour book has the Signals cover on the front with the addition of the 
words 'New world tour - MCMLXXXIII' below the picture of the dalmation and fire 
hydron. 

The tour book was an extension of the Moving pictures tour book as Moving pictures 
was an extension of the ideas in the Permanent waves tour book. Once again there were 
twenty pages, this time only five in black and white. The cover of the Signals tour book 
is of a thicker card than previously, giving it a better feel. Curiously this good idea was 
subsequently droped on later tour books. Neil's introductary piece is once again present, 
'Stories from Signals, collected from the drummers diary, by Neil Peart'. This once again 
gives an excellent insight into the making of the album, this time song by song. 

The familiar format of one page per band member for a photo and equipment list is 
retained with the rest of the tour book being given over to live shots from the MoYing 
pictures tour. The exception to this is a page given over to a (good) crossword by Dave 
Webb, and the obligitary back catalogue advert, once again Rush excell themselves, the 
addition of Exit ... stage left and Signals making twelve albums in all. The cover of each 
album is reproduced with four albums across the page and three down. Track listings for 
all albums are included, and the point is made, there is more Rush than ever to buy! 

The Signals tour book is a definite, if subtle, improvement over what has gone befOl'e. 
Rush do not seem to ever change radically, but rather evolve from album to album. They 
always learn from their mistakes and improve as a consequence. This is true of everything 
they ~o, including . tour books. 

Once again the U.K. tour dates came close to the end of the tour. By mid-August 1983 
Rush were in hiding working on material for what would become Grace under pressure. 
They played at New York's Radio City Music Hall from September 18th to 231'd in order to 
air some of the new songs live. I have no idea if a tour book was sold at these gigs, 
though I suspect that the Signals tour book was on sale. 

Rush retreated to Le Studio again to record the new material. It took from November 
1983 to March 1984 to complete work on Grace under pressure, and the ensuing tour did 
not come to Europe. Disaster! Signals did not sell well compared to MOYing pictures, I 
can only speculate that the Signals tour did nothing to help sales of the album in Europe 
so the bands management decided that the cost of bringing the American show, complete 
with lasers, was not worth it. Solution, shoot the management! 

The disappointment of not seeing Rush live in the U.K. was in no way diminished by 
the excellent tour book we didn't get the chance to buy at a British gig! Another twenty 
page tour book along the same lines as the previous three, 12"x 12" with the Grace under 
pressure album cover on the front. The only addition to the album covel' is the number 
1984, indicating the year of the tOUI'. The only real change for this tour was the absence 
of any black and white pages for the first time, with the addition of page numbers. This 
tour book is definitely a more up market affair than its pl'edecesors, it has a 'no expense 
spared' feel about it that the others do not have. The tour book starts with an 
introduction 'Pressure release, by Neil Peart'. Neil spends much of the article describing 
the hunt for Peter Henderson, a new pl'oducer to replace Terry Brown who had produced 
everything that they had done up until this point. There is a page per band member for a 
photo and an equipment list, and the same one page advert that apeared in the Signals 
tour book with the addition of a Grace under pressure track listing. The rest of the tour 
book is made up of photos from the Signals tour and stills from the videos made to 
promote the singles from Grace under pressure. 

Just flicking through the Grace under pressure tour book, after looking through the 
previous seven, there seems to be a shift away from their former style. Perhaps it is the 
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inclusion of photos by Yousuf ,Kar~h; its hard to pin down, .but the tour book seems to 
be much more cohesive than its predecessors. The photos of the band, live shots and 
video stills sit together really well. Add to the tour book a cover that is, in my opinion, 
the finest thing that Hugh Syme has ever done, and you have a tour book that radiates 
professionalism. The Grace under pressure video shows a vast improvement in the band 
since Exit ... stage left. I think the excellent tour book is just one more way in which the 
band had progressed. 

Rush were tucked away in an isolated farm house in Ontario by February 1985, working 
on material that would eventually form Power windows. In March 1985 Rush played a few 
shows to brush up their new songs. This mini tour did not make the U.K., the Grace 
under pressure tour book was probably being sold at the concerts. By April Rush were 
recording at the Manor, Oxfordshire. UnJikc Grace under pressure that was recorded in 
one place Rush moved about to record Power windows. After three weeks laying down 
rhythm tracks at the Manor they moved to Air Studios, Montserrat, for a further three 
weeks of guitar overdubs. By June Rush were at SERM East Studios, Mayfait', for final 
overdubs and vocals then mixing of the album. Power windows was completed by 
September 1985, nine months after the band first started wl"iting for the album and six 
months after they started recording. 

Rush actually started writing songs for what was to become Hold your fire almost 
exactly one year after finishing Power windows, during the autumn of 1986. During the 
year after recording Powel' windows Rush toul'ed from November 1985 to May 1986, 
however it was to be the most 'relaxed' tour to date. As with the Grace under pressure 
tour they did not make it to the U.K., the expense not making it wOI·thwile. 

The excellent tour book that acompanied the Power windows tour was the only 
consolation for the lack of Jive dates in the U.K. It is another full colour effort, thirty 
two pages long (including the covers) and represents the single biggest jump in the size 
of a Rush tour book. At thirty two pages long the term tour book becomes almost 
justified, as it is getting to book like preportions! Neil Peart pl'oduces his now familiar 
descdption of the I'ecol'ding of the 'new' album in 'Looking through power windows, by 
Nei I Peart' which again takes three pages at the beginning of the tour book. This is 
probably Neil's best effort to date in this department, included are fewer facts but more 
about his thoughts and feelings as the album progresses from writing the lyrics thl'ough 
to mixing. The value of this is in giving the reader an idea of how the band 'ticks'. The 
facts are not important as any of the Rush interviews done during the Power windows 
tour will fill in these. 

The Grace under pressure and Power windows tour books were never officially available 
in this country, however Neil Peart's introductions are re - printed in Issue 0 ne of The 
spirit of Rush, with the introduction from the Hold your fire tour book in Issue Three 
(back issues of The spirit of Rush from the editor). There is of course more to the tour 
books than Neil's introductory pieces, and so for those interested in the odginal tour 
books most are available from the Rush Backstage Club. After paying $8:00 membership, 
the following tour books are available through the club:- Moving pictures ($3:00), Signals 
($3:00, and for a limited period free with YOllr membership), Grace under pressure ($4:00), 
Power windows ($6:00) and Hold your fire ($7:00). This is good valLIe; I recently saw the 
Grace under pressure tour book selling in the U.K. for £15:00. 

Returning to the Power windon's tOllr book, the familial' format is retained with one 
page per band member for photos and an equipment list. The inside back covel' is an 
advert for the fourteen Rush albums (including Archives) now available with the majority 
of the tOUl' book being made up from video stills and live shots. All of the photos are 
very high quality with no 'grainey' effects caused by enlarging a photo too much. The 
quality of the printing is faultless, with a high quality 'glossy magazine' feel to the whole 
tour book. Once again Rush progress and produce a bigger, better, tour book than before. 
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At this point it is worth mentioning the feature on Neil Peart in the May 1987 issue of 
Modern Drummer. This feature comprises a Sound Page (flexi-disc) on which is Pieces of 
Eight, a piece of music written and recorded by Neil using nothing but percussion 
inst.'uments and a two page article entitled 'Neil Peart, The quest for new d.'ums'. You 
might expect this article to be written by a journalist who knows nothing about Rush, but 
it is infact written by Neil himself. Neil's introductions to the tour books detail the time 
during which the 'new' album was recorded. In exactly the same way this article describes 
the period betweem the making of Power windows and Hold your fire making it a valuable 
link piece between two tour books. 

September 1986 saw Neil Peart tucked away in a lakeside cottage working on lyrical 
ideas for the songs that would eventually form Hold your fire. By October the whole 
band assembled at Elora Sound to start work on musical ideas, and for Neil to continue 
with the lyrics. This time the band decided not to play any live dates before starting to 
record the new songs. After a short break over Christmas the band returned to The 
Manor, Oxfordshire, to start recording. After three weeks they moved to Ridge Farm 
Studios, Surrey, to start on the overdubs. From here they moved to Air Studios, 
Montserrat, then to McClear Place Studios, Toronto. By May 1987 Rush had moved again 
to Studio Guillaume Tell in Paris to mix the album. September saw the release of Hold 
your fire, and Rush were back on tour. After touring the U.S.A. and Canada they are 
scheduled to mix a new live album (Hooray! Make it . a SLP set!) in March before they 
return to the U.K. in April. 

Most people reading this will no doubt have seen Rush on the U.K. tour, so will 
already have a copy of the Hold your fire tour book. For those who don't, it follows 
closely the pattern set on the Permanent waves tour, and continued by each subsequent 
tour book. The 12"x 12" format remains the same, and Neil Peart's essential introduction Is 
included, 'Fireworks, the making of Hold ' your fire by Neil Peart', As with the Power 
windows tour book Neil is more interested in getting across the feel of the band, · not just 
the dry facts about the album. 

The thirty two page full colour format is retained from the Power windows tour, with 
a page for each band member and the usual excellent a.dvert for the entiJ~e Rush back 
catalogue. The remainder of the tour book comprises the high quality live shots and video 
stills w'e have come to expect,' and Qf course the quality of production is superb. 

Tour books only form a peripheral area of interest to a record collector.The Rush tour 
books are so good, however, that they really deserve attention. By looking through a 
complete tour book collection, the development of Rush can be clearly seen from the 
rather amaterish, budget 1977 British tour book through to the slick professionalism of 
Power ' windows and Hold your fire, 

Lastly there is, as all record collectors know, no such thing as a complete record 
collection, Likewise there is no such thing as a complete tour book collection. My own 
feeling is that the most likely gaps are the 1979 Pink Pop Festival, and tour books by 
other bands with Rush mentioned as the support act from the 1973-1976 period. 
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Actually, it's Hok Krltik Fer A·Day.Heavy Metal trio Hush decided It was about time they· 
found out what in tarnation 'Heavy Metal' means. So they elected to ask the experts, the 
boys and girls at Beetle Magazine. They were so Impressed with our laldbaclt lifestyle that 
they decided, "Well, what the hell; there's nothing to this rock writer biz that we can't do." 
So, here's what happened when Hush took over Beetle's offices fer a day. i 

. . 
/:' •• ,..... ~ • . ~-....... > .. .. . , 

bt25~:~~;~!;; _f:'. .,." .::-c." .",-." .. ! .. 

. 1. It's oCf .to work we go-ho-ho. Early In the morning, the three newly 
annointed business types Clg~t their way through the traffic of Bathurst 
Street In order to be on time, just like all good Beetle staffers do. Notice ' 
that Neil holds his morning paller lower than the other two. That's 'coz he 

. lik«;s in-depth news. ' . 

3. Pretty young Geddy takes dictation while Alex proposes something 
o.bscene. Thse boys catch on fast. On the side Alex makes massive 
financial ' deals with record company presidents I while Nell, who Is 
gallantly attempting to hustle some adver~ising, Is prepared to spend the 
rest of his natural life on hold. 
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2. Our heroes ascend the stairway 
that leads to' the massive Beetle 
complex. Not accustom.ed to the 
hard, rigorous ' businessm.an's 
lifestyle, Alex wonders: "Golly, why 
can't the roadies carry my attache 
case?" 

4. Tho'it's still early in the day,it's 
, becoming clear that this magazine ' 1 

. biz Is not all It's cracked up to be. 
Neil sings ".·Jere Come The Warm 
Jets .. ,' Geddy says,' '''We aim to 
please, will YOlt aim too please! II 
-while Alex prepares a snack for 
himself. 

, I 
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5. Foregoing the Heetle staffer's usual I~odest repast 
of dogmeat pie (available across the street) and mud 
coffee (just north), our heroes opt fer a little rock. 
Geddy proves that he knows which end of the guitar 
one should pose behind; Alex finally washes his hands 
and Neil !llode,ls an all-))urpose drumstick , 

6. It's time to tackle the publisher's job! Let's count 

, 
7. Now It's time to clean up the 
editorial end. But we can't file 
anything, 'coz then the editor could 
never find It. We can't peel the 
dickers off his desk, 'coz then he 
couldn't remember the name of any 
bands.', " 

the money! Let's do nothing for the rest of the day! 
Let's sit around and watch the slaves, work their butts 
off for their measly weekly wages! Let's light our fat 
cigars with crisp dollar bills! Actually our publiJiher's 
not like that. He doesn't smoke~ \ , . .. , , . . 

8. Well, it's back to the old can. 
, Geddy's having problems with his 
breakfast. The old Rice Krispies 
can't decide which end to come out. 
And with the other two voyeurs 
hanging about, Geddy's h!lving I 

problems getting In the ' mood. 

9. It's getting nigh on showtime and 
Alex feels he must prepare for the 
evening's gig. The beauty parlor 
was never like this, 'which also ex
plains why Alex has never been 

'. b~autlful. However. we have no 
snappy ,Ines to explain why Alex 
wears dark glasses in the office . 

. \ 

" 

• ,I 10. 'Tis the end of the day and our heroes are convinced that the publ1shing bh: really ain't 
such a hot ,way to make a living. Tired from a full day or'takln' care of business, Rush 
decided that three ehord boogie beats out eight hour monotony any day. So as our heroes 
slowly drag their butts off Into the sunset, we bid a fo'nd farewell to lovely Bathurst Street 
where the natives are hard at work, strainln overtime to tet out the next ish. 

./ ' 
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really is a most confounding album. Even though I've had a copy of 'Hemis
pheres' in my possession for a geodly while now, more or less since Rush completed 
it's recording in late summer, I still find myself torn between two vastly differ
ent points of view. To wit: 

(A ) : This LP is the definitive, culmiative Rush statement. After a largely inaus
picious debut as a three piece Canadian Zeppelin imitation outfit, the band ha~ dev
eloped through four years and seven albums and have now blossomed to become the most 
technically accomplished and musically ambitious 'heavy rock' band exant on the plan
et today. A lovingly crafted, highly complex album, 'Hemispheres' is brimful with 
pcofound lyrical statements ••• music with a message ••• (TRITE BUT TRUE). 

Or (B): 'Hemispheres' finds Rush wallowing way, way out of their depth. Listening 
to the album, it seems impossible to think that this band were once honest, unpre
tentious purveyors of straight-forward, hard-hitting heavy metal music. Now, having 
forsaken basic beginnings, Rush sound ambitious beyond their musical means. They seem 
to have tried to. hard, to have stretched musical aspirations too far. Now, like an 
elastic band, they've snapped to hang flaccid and useless. And drummer Neil Peart's 
lyrics, which were once sword and sorcery/sci-fi slanted, new convey 'social messages' 
and altogether fail to convince. 

'Hemispheres' comprises just four tracks, three on side one, one (the epic track) 
on the flip. The LP kicks off with 'Circumstances', a concise, self-contained track, 
with an instantly memorably chorus. Musically the song is very much in 'Closer To The 
Heart' spirit, though not lyrically: people take their chances in life, says Peart, 
but it's a sad fact that many are often 'tricked by circumstances'. 

The pastoral/medieval flavoured number 'Trees' follows. Over a largely straight 
ahead (although at times oddly funky) rock rythum, we're told of the plight of the 
maples who feel that the taller oaks are having an unfair share of the sunlight in the 
forest. The maples form a union, win their cause and eventually all the trees are 
kept equal by 'hatchet, axe and saw'. 

The lengthy instrumental 'La Villa Srangiato' closes the side. Fast, paced, multi 
faceted, it contains many different musical interludes, ranging from Spanish guitar 
passages to jazz rock sessions and taking in snatches of synthesizer, straight ahead 
heavy metal, the sabre-dance: and much more along the way. 

Side two is taken up with a single track, the long-winded conclusion to the tale of 
'Cygnus X-l' begun on the previous Rush album 'A Farewell To Kings'. God of the mind 
Apollo (III BRING TRUTH AND UNDERSTANDING') battles God of the heart Dionysus ('HE BRINGS 
LAUGHTER, MUSIC, JOY AND TEARS') and our hero, the shapeless spirit of Cygnus, arrives 
in Olympus to act as mediator between the two. This tale unfolds over a highly invol
ved musical score, not as immediately accessible as say '2112', but nonetheless eff
ective, especially when Cygnus materialises in the city of imortals and hears the 
sound of the battle: distant dr.nings and great understated thunderings. 

Those are the basic essentials anyway, but like I say, I'm really unable to decide 
whether 'Hemispheres' is a masterwork or mistake. Sometimes the album sounds totally 
convincing: on other occasions it appears messy and disjointed, and yet I suppose 
the very fact that I'm certain about the merits of this LP makes it a failure. After 
all, . in the past just about every Rush review I've written has brimmed over with 
superlatives ••• and this time around you'd be hard pressed to find even one. 

When it comes down to it, I'd much rather hear about a battle between By-Tor and t~e 
Snow Dog than Gods by the name of Apollo and Dionysus. Which would suggest that I 
reckon Rush should return to basics ••• that they have become too ambitious for their 
own good. 

What the hell. The albums released on November 8 - see what YOU think ••• 

GEOFF BARTON 
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J-IId LADD: 
(JL) 

NEIL: 
(NP) 

(JL) 

(NP) 

(JL) 

(NP) 

nEIL 1981 

Since t he last time we had Neil Peart on our show, there ha s been a 
major change in the world surrounding Neil Peart, Geddy Lee and Alex 
Lifeson. The popularity of Rush has literally exploded; a situation 
which has a bitter-sweet reality for Neil Peart ••• 
Do you like it this way? 

Funny you should say that - I find it a little uncomfortable to be 
truthful. there Was a perfect measure of success that we reached over 
the past 2 or 3 years that gave us independence; no one leaning on us 
or telling us what we had to do to our music to make it sell, because 
it was commercially successi'ul enough to make the business side of 
things very happy. Also we could go out and headline our tours and be' 
in control of the presentation of ourselves, and our motive. Travelling 
and playing and all that was in our control, but at the same time we 
didn't have people following us around everywhere, hotels full of people 
and all the rudeness going on too, that makes it so strange. 

And that's strange as opposed to fun to you? 

Yeah, I find it very uncomfortable, that pOSition, the way people tend 
to consider us and look at me as a' human being now; I can't deal with 
it _comfortably. I can't relate to people who -have a one sided view of 
me, thinking that they've known me for all these years and they know 
everything about me. Also the adulation side of it too makes it very un
comfortable, you can't relate to a person on a basis like that. I like 
to meet a person on a professional basis or on a stranger basis and 
strike up a friendship out of whatever common points we might have., but 
when someone's coming at you so intently, yelling and screaming: or what
ever, going berserk, there's just no way of re sponding humanly. You c'an 
either put out a little facade and weather it out, or quiver inside and 
escape a s quiCK as you can - like I do! 

You go on to say that to live in the limt:light "One must put aside the 
alienation and get on with the fascination, the real relation, the un
derlying theme" ••• 

That's coming back -to music again. How difficul t - sometimes it becomes 
to maintain music as a focus. When you're on the road for instance it's 
2 hours of every day that you spend on stage, and for most part of the 
rest of the day leads up to that or winds down from it, and it is defin
the focus of your life. When the day gets mo~e complicated, theres more 
and more demands on your time; instead of time on your hands, you have 
hands on your time (I like that!). That's -the question involved there _ 
you have to put aside all that, and it's songwriting that's important 
and that's going to make the di1'ference between ' felling good and not 
feeling good - and if I walk off stage knowing that I haven't played as 
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well as I can, I feel bad, and it doesn't matter how many thousands of 
people are telling me that it was good - it wasn't. On the other hand when 
I walk off stage knowing that, I've played well or close to as well as I 
can, then I feel very satisfied, and itts a sort of peace of mind that no
thing can intrude on, negatively or positively, you just feel good about it 
and you don't need external ratification or external approval for that. 

(JL) You mentioned this last time we got together too - you've made a point of 
you guys being very principled in what you do, and you seem to have a very 
strong, almost moral commitment to being professional and good and honest 
in your writing as opposed to just whatevers going to sell. 

(NP) Yeah, without trying to be too bombastic about that, it is true that we have 
tr:j.ed to guide everything by the principles that t·irst made us interested 
in it; in terms of the freedom of choice and the type of material that we 
would play and the expression of music that we felt was exciting and good, 
and would excite other people as well. We are music fans and we like music, 
and we know what we respond to in music, so therefore it .we respond to that 
in our music that little equation will hold true. In terms of ethics or 
morals or Whatever, that too becomes a greater thing, because the bigger ' the 
whole enterprise becomes the wider our career becomes spread, we try to wat
ch over things like our programmes and all of the things that are sold with 
our name on them. It becomes very important to us because ot· that fact. Th
ings like our album cover packaging and all of that leads to arguements and 
disagreements; the kind of mental pressure 0 :1:" worrying about all these things 
and trying to make them all come together at the beginning of a tour ••• it 
would be so easy to delegate them, but at the same tim~ it feels like you're 
cutting yourselt loose in a certain way. If you stop paying attention to 
the details and stop wanting to do interviews and communicate, all of those 
things are very important to what we believe in, and to the 'communication 
of what we believe in, so that I s the thing that grows in the telling't:oo, 
unfortunately. 

(JL) In 'Tom Sawyer', is this an overview, how you'd lOOK at a 19HO's rocker, to
day's kids on the street'! 

(N.P) There's a lot of different:. ingredients in that song lyrically. It began as 
a song by another writer, a friend of ours who writes for a group called Max 
Webster. His lyrics we've always admired very mUCh, and we have a close work
ing relationship with that whole band, so he gave me :this song and suggested 
1t m1ght be suitable for us. 1 added a certain ammount ot rewriting on it 
and it came out to be a ,0/50 his and mine. The stance of it does definitely 
nave a modern day's rocker persona about it. 

tJL) This 1S without question the most popular song on the album. 

(NP) ~urprisingly so - it always surprises me how certain songs tend to become 
more popular than others, and you can never predict the ones. It was always 
one 01' my favourite songs, right from the rhythm track ot it, because thaii;'s 
the part of it that 1 really liked, and that song exempl1fles a change in 
our writing style that we've tr1ed to institute on th1S album. We've tried 
~o write more from tne stand point of rhythm - we'll establish a rhytnmic 
feel that we liKe and work the musical r..:hanges around that. In the. past we 
would o:rten find a musical pattern that we liKed and then work rhytnmic cha
nges around that, which made the strata of our music very much dit·ferent in 
that respect because there'd be shifting rhythms all the time, and it gave 
the music a ceL·tain 'twi tchiness'; ''l'om Sawyer' i::; an example ot a really 
steady, confident song. 

tJlJ) 'l'ht:re were tlmes, lon the way you guys write, where I thinK people woula come 
away from listen1ng 'to a song .1.·or the firs't time and say "That tiounds like 
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"they took lj- di:t"feren~ songs". 

(Nr) 'l'hat • 5 certainly valid, we've tended very much to work in pieces. Now that 
we have more experience with arrangements and dealing with rhythm and melody 
and so on, we can apply that experience into a conventional manner and man
age to make it more interesting than a cliche without becoming meandering. 
That's something Pye Dubois (the other writer) is able to create very well, 
this modern day street character. , That's a part of his writing that I wanted 
to encorporate into our style too - so yes it does have partly to do with 
that streetwise character of integrity or whatever - a hero certainly. That 
has a certain amount of nostalgia in it for me because the 'Tom Sawyer' boy
ish adventurousness I really relate to -I was always poking around in rivers 
and streams, building rafts, going on hikes, that sort of thing. 

(JL) When I was a kid I used to poke around Becky Thatcher. 

(NP) (Laughing) well that's of course a part of it too. 

(JL) What is the occult interest in this band - and who has tbat? 

-, (NP) The occult ••• I think it's more of a facination than an ' interest. I.would 
say that we all share that interest; things like 'The Twilight Zona', we're 
all very much fans of that, and the supernatural is a very appealing thin~. 
I'm somewhat of a pragmatic person, I believe in an objective reality and 
all of that stuff, so I find it hard to be really -'convinced that these things 
are all true, but at the same time I find them facinating to think about, re
gardless if they are or not. I :-think that's the only way I can express it. 
To me, creating an alternate world, sometimes I can see it as just a vehicle 
but at the same time it's a fascination for it's own sake - the fact that 
there might be an alternate universe and powers that we don't know about, 
people with ways of communication and expression, ,methods of technology and 
so on that are advanced; all of that is fascinating to think about. 

(JL) In a lot of the symbols on the album cover and so forth it's more specific 
than "are these people in different time zones", "are there other entities", 
if you had to put a collar on it, it'd be more like black magic than white 
magic. I mean the five pointed star, -the guy that's burning with t 'he cross ' 
and all of that - and I'm trying to stay away from the word here of any type 
of satanic thing, but it does bring that up as opposed to something else in 
the occult. 

(NP) Well, that's interesting ••• · I have to say that occult symbolism too is a 
very attractive thing graphically alone. All those pentergrams and weird 
hieroglyphics and stuff are very attractive graphically, but I think that 
the influence is felt in our symbolism, but it must be just a graphic ass
ociation, because certainly none of us .is involved in Alistair Crowley 
or black magic of any kind, or devil worship or anything like that. No one 
else has ever mad that association with me - I - find it hard to justify and 
I can be specific about different examples; for instance the five pointed 
star just evolved from ithe words to the song, and in '2112' it just. mentions 
the red star was the symbol of the solar t'ederation, which was a totalitarian 
authoritarian kind of collectivist oppresion. 

(JL) "Witch Hunt", a song :t'or the moral majority, an ode to the KKK. 

, (NP) Partly so, it has to do with that mob mentality as far as I'm concerned. Like 
;t'or instance in the part of Canada where we live, Province at' Ontario has 
!'ilm censorship, it has to do with that, and it has to do with racism ~r rel
igious persecution or pr:judice of any kind any time; Nazism, McCarthyism, 
any of them, take your plckj I hate them all. Hasically what " 
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on is mob mentality, ana. that's lihe k~nd ot· mentality that killed witches 
as much as killed Jews or kills Negroes now - and I think all of it is terr-
ibl~. t, 

,. (JL) I really like the way it opens. Is that a crowd? 

(NP) Yeah, we created all that ourselves, you just flashed me back in my whole: 
memory! ••• We were out in the ' snow, I guess it was early November or so up 
at Le Studio in the mountains with snow and everything. We set up the micro
phone about 40 feet away from the studio, and then went out in the parking' 
lot in the thick of black night - there's no street lights or anything round 
there, it's very, very dark, and we ,were all standing out there! I sort of 
played the part of the rable rouser and stood there giving a very evangelist' 
kind <of speech, exorting the crowd tto blood and violence and save your soult, 
we had all the . guys from our crew, the other guys in the band all screaming 
and so on, and we did all this again and again, and tracked it over each other 
to cre,ate this feeling of wild hysteria: that madness that comes over a group 
of people and they do things they'd never do as individuals, and will probab
ly contemplate with horror_for the rest of their lives. You just know that 
people aren't inherently that evil, and it takes a special kind of madness 
of lrnowing ••• It's a really brutal thing but at the same time as a human be
ing "I can partly understand how it happens, in the sense of getting all key-

'ed up by everyone around you, and there's noone to censure your approval, You 
look around to see everyone else being exactly the same, so what you're do
ing must be right - it's a: particular kind oj:' madne,ss, but it seems to come 
in very sane, balanced people. I've felt that kind of mindless prejudice, just 
by nature of, what would it be? like 12 years agp, to have long hair' was t :o 

be discriminated against. Restaurants in my home town wouldn't serve. people 
with long .hair, and stuff like that was shocking to me, because it was someone 
taking a negative attitude towards me without, having a clue why, or what; ~ 
was li1ce or anything, so that was a sharp sta:b in the face for me. And of 
course the late 60' s was a very tense time ot· civil rights in America and that 
was very vivid to my mind, being a naive teenager, and that kind ot· brutality 
being as close as a place like Detroit for instance, whiCh is very close t:o 
where I was brought up; it made a big impact, to watch that stuff on T.V, it; 
has a certain graphic power. For instance, I can still remember the images 
now, and the sense of just not understanding at the time, so I ,know it hit me 
very hard, and that would probably have a bearing o~ it now too. I know prej
udice and hostility in general have always made a strong impact on my nature. 
'l'he import an t part ot' it, as you say, fundamently it could.. be' any body any 
where, it doesn't neccessarily have to be the old ~outh or the witch hunts of 
the 16th/17th centuries, it's all of them •. .• 

lJL) It could be the Rebulican party today ••• 

(Nl') Well, I hate to take it as broad as that because I dont think they're all like 
that, and not everybody wanli's to protect :us rrom ourselves and shove law and 
order down our throats. Ldon't think that's necessarily the foundation of 
the whole Republican party, but unfortunately there are certain factors of it: 
as there· are in both ends - there are a lot of people who would have us do 
things for their ovm good; and that principal alone I have a lot or quarrels 
with! Conservation, by a.,efinition must be a bad thing: because you can't keep 
the past alive artificially, that's ~he premise. But also the premise of Lib
eralism is sort of mindless Change sometimes, so that can be equally bad. Tha 
state of America right now, is the state of everywhere; some of it's good and 
some's bad, and that's been the same , for as 10nK as I've known Arne,rica well, 
and it's certainly the same in Canada, and it's the same. about music. 1 t'hink 
that's kind of become my maxim about everything.; it· someone asks me how I'm' 
doing now it's "well, some gooa., some bad" - , some days .L like it and some day's, 
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I don't. (Red Barchetta) it's not only a fantasy story, bUl; it's also a per
sonal fantasy 01' mine, because I have such a rela~"ionship) to the sensuality 
of open cars and driving down winding country roads ana 'so on. ln the ideal
ogical sense too, ill expresses a spirit OI' reoellion that 1 really like, reb ... 
el.1ion against authority and the ind.ivid·ualality that's 1'orever been represe
nted oy tne car, especially~o youth ana roCl{ music and so on. It's the' ul ti
malle metaphor rea.Lly tor inaepenaence and aggression, power almost;. 

I.J.L) It seems like, nere's a: guy who's had it with the city, ne's got to get out 
ana drive 1-ast. 

(NP) That's what .1 get when .L gell home from being on l;he road all the time, ana Irve 
been couped up in a hotel 'or bus, and in tne hali' s and. airplanes' anti so on. 
;:)0 .L go home and 1 go driving, and it·'s a. really free fee.Ling, 1 put a nice 
tape on. and Ju~t cruise. 

(JL) Where did the chase come from, with the 'al.loy aircars' and all that? 

(NP) Well the ' plot derives from a short story I read years ago - it was just one of 
those things I read in a magazine, 'Road and Track' magazine for that matter, 
and it was just so powerful it struck me for years and years. Infact it was 
1973 I've since found out. that I read the story, because I got in contact 
with the magazine to try' and reach the -author of the story, which I wasn't 
able to do incidently. The story was in 1973 prior to all fuel crisis business 
it was just at the time of Government intervention with safety vehicles, like 
big trucks, and this guy would take hi's sportscar and go riding through the 
country and be chased by these huge things: 

-
(JL) What is the studio en"viroment like? you made a point of how you like going' 

bact to this place. 

(NP) That's a really nice place. It's a mountain range called the Laurentation 
Mountains in the Canadian Sheild part of Canada, SO it's quite rugged and 
Northerly, and the studio is situated on about 200/250 acres of private, wo
oded,. mountainous area. It's beautifully equiped, technically speaking and 
very isolated. The isolation is what's important for us, and I guess our 
last four albums have been made in a very isolated, sort of rural environment. 
It just facilates the concenttation, that's what it comes down to; there's 
less distraction. When we used to work in Toronto, we'd have our friends com
ing over, and business people coming over,. which isn't necessarily objection
able because you like to see your friends, but it curtails the amount of work 
that gets done. The continuity' of your concentration is constantly being bro
ken towards other things. 

-- (JL) When you say you don't want your concentration broken- - this is something that 
a lot o~f creative people talk about, that they go in to, and God I don't want 
to use the word "Space" here in L.A. man, but there's a certain thing when you 
have to set up the walls and say OK. it's time to work now. 

I U (NP) It's almost like a switch, I find. For instance when it comes to writing lyr-
ics, which is something that I only do for a month of the year when we're wo
rking on songwriting, when I can sit down at that point and take out my note 
book (all through the tours and everything I'm making notes and writing down 
titles I like and stuff like that). I find when I go into the writing mode (we 
tend to describe it as diffe:rent modes of our lives), I can sit there all day 
and pour out lyrics·; it's just the craftsmanship that takes me time, because 
the inspiration has already happened and been written down, so all of those 
associations come back to me at that t .ime and I'm able to sit down and focus 
on words, period. All I think about is martialling. these wo;t'ds into order, and 
different ways of phrasing them and rhyming them and so on, and it is a capital 
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'S' space that your in - nothing else is in there at all, you're thinking: 
only of words. When it comes down to writing the music ,it's the same kind of 
thing for us - it's a total world of music, that's all you're thinking of; 
and it becomes so intense through writing and recording inract that when you 
listen to other peoples music, all you're hearing is 'studio sounds and mixing 
and plaing techniques. You get so much into the craftsmanship of it; again 
because the inspirat,ional part of whatever happens so quickly and it's gone 
so 't'ast, and then' there's so much more t ;ime goes into making that a. reality. 

(JL) You Ii t ,erally keep notes for eleven months out 01' the year, and only really 
si t down to put songs into form during that t ,ime? 

IN.P) Yeah, that's the only way I can work really, because the intensity that we 
work under on the road .nowadays just 'doesn't; permit anything' like that. In 
the early days we could get together - we'd finish the gig by 10 o'clock and 
the pressure .Level was obviously much, much lower - there were no expecta't',ions 
on us and no feeling when you walk on stage that you must be great! so that 
made a different lifestyle; we were never surrounded by people, there was on
ly 7 of us on the road at the time, we could write on the road, whereas now 
that's impossible. You can have ideas on the road, but you can never get down 
to working them out. 

(JL) Here's a real humanistic song - 'Vital Signs', which you immediately reduce 
the human being into a machine. 

(NP) I didn't really mean to do that, I meant to elevate the machine to the human 
being, to a certain extent. That met,aphor has been read both ways, a little 
more than I intended I think, I didn't really want to say that people are 
machines - because I don't think that's the case. But I find it interesting 
that when people build the machines they seem to be so human. Not only in the 
fact of being quirky and idiosyncratic as machines "always are; playing, you up 
and seeming to be very vengeful and so on, but also the names that we give for 
mechanical relationships or electronic relationships and so on. A word like in
terface for instance; it's a very electronic and high tech word, but at the 
sarne time when I think of interface I think of human interface, where there is 
a perfect rulling and meet:ing of people on each' of their levels - physically, 
emotionally and intellectually. You achieve interface, in a cold way of put.t:
ing it, but in humanistic terms it's a wonderful thing. So I find that these 
relationships between so called pragmatic things and the 'spiritual world of 
harnanity' ••• I see the parallels very strongly. 

(JL) Finally the instrumental on here, 'YYZ', which you say is the code for the 
Ontario National Airport. 

(UP) Toronto Airport., - the airport sends out s little morse code beacon which air
planes can identit'y it's control tower by, and the one for YYZ in morse code 
happens to be the rhythm that opens the song; long, short, long, long, long:. 
All those we just turned into ' rhythm. 

(JL) And that's directly rrom the morse code. 

(N.P) That is the morse code. 

(JL) Alright, you gotta play tonight? 

(NP) Yes we have, the second night tonight at the forum. 

(JL) What time you going? 

(NP) I think it's a 7.30 show here, so we'll be on about 8.35 
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lJL) What time do you get off, do you know? 

(NP ) 8.35, 9.35, 10.35; about quarter to eleven, we do just over 2 hours. 

lJL) Well I wish you luck, hope it goes well. 

( NP ) It should be a gpod one, three in a row's our lucky one always; we play three 
consecutive nights and the third ones great, we blow ourselves out, and then 
the fourth one's an anti-climax! 

( JL ) Sounds like my sex life! 

( NP ) Ha, ha! ••••••• 
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Well. aft er 5 long years; or '3 · studio albums; at last a chance came to see my 
1"av band again. Was it going to be an anti-climax, or were my pre-gig expectati()ns 
to be fulfilled - no worries:- what a great show on both nlghts. . . . 

Rush proved that translatlng the complex material of the last couple of albums 
was no problem, and they put on a show tnat will long linger in my memory. It was 
not just the eupnoria 01' s eeing them in the flesh again at·ter such a lung time, 
but also witnessing the sheer enjoyment portrayed in their performance. I certain
ly hadn't seen them in better form (even though that has only been twice before). 

Playing as usual a full two hour set with the majority of tracks coming from the 
last three albums - 12 in all, yet with a distinct nod made to the past - indeed 
every album from '2112' onwards was represented with three tracks from 'Movihg 
Pictures', I certainly think they got it right. 

The progression in the band's music was there for everyone to see, as they capt
ured power with melody , with that spark of originality that combines to form that 
unique 'Rush' sound. Combine this with the superb set, lights, lasers etc; and you 
had a complete rock show - can't wait for the video. 

Songs like 'Big Money', 'Marathon' and 'Territories' from 'Power Windows' show
ed this e~tra lead Rush have taken sonically - the old rl1Ytymic elegance is there, 
but eon top of this you have melody. 

'Hold Your Fire' has taken this a step further, songs like 'Time Stand Still' 
where Geddy sings with a passion previously unheard of; 'Turn "The Page', 'Mission', 
'Force Ten' all showing Rush's further developement in songwriting skills. Songs 
with punch and style. 

But let's not forget other · highlights, 'Closer To The Heart' and 'Red Sector A' 
back to back was perfection, as was Neil's drum solo on 'YYZ/Red Lenses' and the 
set closers 'Spirit-' and 'Sawyer' were amazing. A stroke of genius putting these 
two Rush songs together at the end of the set • 
.. And of course there was the encore where as Geddy puts it "We take the piss out 

--of ourselves, as you guys say". For me 'La Villa' came to life again with a crack
ing solo from Alex. 

Can't ,wait for the live album, and I hope I make the video! 
,All I can say is it was worth the wait - let's hope it's not too long befor Rush 
tour again. 

NAVEEN, (LIVERPOOL) 

Here is my review of the concerts I saw at Wembley: - Well I hardly know where t~o 

begin, 'cause my wife and I have almost been driven into a c~tatonic state of bewil
derment by Rush. 

As you full well know, it all started on a Thursday morni:qg scuttling out of 
sweat soaked sheets, antiCipating the day ahead. When all of' a sudden your good self 
and your lady arrived at the door to take us all to 'Wembley, for a few beers and 

.a bit of leaflet distribution before the evenings concert. 
After Ir)uch hanging around (4 hours thereabouts) a black Jaguar arrive's carrying 
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a passenger, one Mr Neil Peart. It hurriedly passes before my beaming eyes with
out even a glance from Neil to us admiring fans outside. Much to everyone's dis
appointment. 

But then half an hour later the dynamic duo arrived, yes Geddy and Alex in fine 
form, waving and leering from the depths of a black limo; a quick snap from the 
wire's camera, and a blur was recorded for prosperity's sake. 

Time passes by ever so slowly, but wait, whats this? Ah! the soundcheck, much 
waited for and much enjpyed by us all eagerly waiting, ears pressed to the wall 
for a quick tasteful sample of what lies ahead. 

More time passes by, then at last the doors open and the evening begins • 
.!.<'rom beginning to end it was beautit'ul, too beautiful :tor words, but .L shall try. 
CataC.Lysmic" Gargantuan, magnanimous. Well as I said too much to put, into words. 
We stood there1front row, pressed against tha s~age,tears welling up in our eyes 
from the sheer emotion carried out, above and over our heads into the arena by 
Geddy's voice. 

The 1'erroci ty but fin~se 01' Neil's drumming, the power and the glory of Alex's 
finger work, and ftbove all the togetherness or one ,and all in the heat of the night. 
It didn't matter of what race, colour or creed we were, .. we were all stuck in a time 
capsule that we wished could last i'orever. 

Everything we had waited i'or, everything 1 wanted to see, hear and i'eel " was be
,. ing unleashed before my very eyes. I thought I was going to piss my pants, either' 
fro~ emotion or an over indulgence or larger or both. 

All I can say now is; it was worth waiting rive years to see the Kingdom of Hea
ven,for all but too brier a moment, bUt still, I had tickets for the ~aturaay as 
well. And oh Gad what' a week that was. (We're still bUzzing) 
Yours Truely on cloud 9 •.• 

'I'EHRY, (CATFORD) 

'I'erriole! boring! a waste of money, an appalling light: show, bad 1'.A., poor 
timing, run 01' t he mill drumming, uninteresting, and pointless gui liar solo t s ••••• 
AbSOlutely none of these phrases , could be used about the Hush gig on the 24th ' 
of April at the NEe. 

The quality of the light show was evident from the start, when the Power Windows 
binocu~ars picture was drawn in lasers on the projection scr~en, although better 
was to come. !'articularly the backarop to , 'Marathon', with the wire frame runner. 
However the most, important part o~' the show was of course the music. 

The I'irst two thirds of 'tthe show . was mi:dn~y spent on the recent materia.L, much 
01' whiCh had not been seen ll.ve in -!?ritain. Before the show, I was doubt!'ul as liD 
whether liracks such as 'Lock And Key' and 'Force Ten' could be effectively produ

, ced live, but Geddy proved that there was 'no need ror an additional keyboard play
er. 

The whole set was held together by Neil's drumming, which was faultless. (I won
der if there is a Guinnessbook of records for the height drumsticks are thrown?). 
I would tend to agree with Jonathan (I 1 ve got a solar powered bicycle with solar 
cells on the saddle) King in that he (Neil, not Jonathan) is the best rock drummer 
around at present. One of the highlights of the evening was the drum solo, making 
full use of the electronic percussion and the revolving kit which was highlighted 
by superb use of lasers. ' 

Alex's guitar playing was consitant throughout, particularly during the solo's 
in 'Mission' and 'Limelight', although I do not suggest, that he should try his 
hand (or should that w throat) at vocalS, after his singing(?) at the start of 
'La Villa Strangiato'. . 

On the negative side, the band did seem to lose their way slightly during the 
instrumental part of 'Mission', w~en the audience seemed to be. hit with nothing 
but an enormous wall of sound. It was also noticable that the audience's reaction 
was very muted during songs, and it was only when older material such as 'Tom Saw
yer', 'The Spirit Of Radio' and 'Overture' were played that they woke up. 

One notable event was towards the end of 'Tom Sawyer' when a surprised roadie had 
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a guitar hurled at him by Alex from some distance, : but managed · to catch it deftly, 
while a reserve guitar . quickly found itself on stage. At points the back project
ions were unclea~ because the stage lighting was too bright, but most of the time 
they would good to the point of distraction from the music. 

The beginning to 'Tom Sawyer' was V3ry inventive, with the stealing of the pictures 
from the Moving Pictures cover, and the girl counting down the start of the song. 
So, overall an extremely good show, in all aspects, and one that was long awaited, 
proving itself to re a class above most other band's gigs. 

M.J. HAYTER_ 

In the annals of rock music Rush are quite unique in their no compromise attit-
_ude toward the creative process. Living testimony "to this being the fact that each 
al bum has marked a genuine progre ssion from the last. The "raison d' etre 'J of Rush, 
their driving force, remains the urge, the need to develop and to expand their 
collective musical horizons. 

Hence, that it's been five long years since Messrs Lee, Lifeson and Peart cross
ed the pond for live 'performances is a matter of immense frustration to Canada's 
finest musical exports dedicated European followers, : especially with the tempting 
reports from their 'Grace Vnder Pressure' tour, and 'Power Windows' tours of North 
America, hinting at an ev~r-evolving, spectacular stage-show. To say that the Lon
don Wembley Arena dates on April 28, 29 and 30 were eagerly anticipated, would be 
somewhat underestimating the matter! 

Lights down to a jubilant, joyous roar of excited approval and 'The Three Stooges' 
launch straight into 'Big Money', complete with superlative 3-D graphics adding 
an appropriately cynical undertow to , the biting lyrics - .a perfect opener. The band 
look relaxed, confident, and the broad smiles say it all, they're delighted to be 
back in a land which provided many high points during t .he mid-period of their care-
er. 

That irresistable, surging tale of sadness of Stateside Suburban normality 'Sub
di visions' flexes it's musical muscles, into the beauty of 'Limelight:' to complete 
a triumphant trio of introductory tracks. 

Rush's stage set has undergone radical revisions since we last saw them in the 
U.K. on the 'Signals' tour in 1983. Neil's new 'Ludwig' drumki t includes a batt.ery 
of electronic pads and a KAT keyboard percussion unit, which he uses intellig~ntly 
and sparingly, as one would expect from ,this most cerebral of drummers. Geddy's 
keyboards have, likewise, e:x;panded, and he has since traded in, his trusty Ricken
backer for a fabUlous sounding 'Wal' bass, which throughout the cOl!llcert was. an utt,
er joy to hear. 

Many of the rich, tonal textuL'es of recent albums are reproduced in the live env
iroment cq}lrtesy of a vast array of foot pedals, controlled by Alex and Geddy, which 
trigger the appropriate synth sections backstage, with a little help from Jack Secr
et who loads the appropriate floppy discs on cue!. This means that our heroes must 
remain relatively static for much of the show, they're certainly not able to move 
.?bout the stage so muc~ as in days of yore, but the '~tate of the art' visuals 
more than compensate for this imbalance, featuring a full-blooded attack on the 
_senses', " with it's stunning laser images, varilites and the creative use of back 
projections illuminating Neil's eloquant ly~ics. 'Technology High' inde~d! In add
ition the crystal clear sound that Rush achieved in the echoey expanses of the in
famous 'Wembley barn' was the best I've ever heard there, a fine accomplisment in 
itself, making full use of the dynamics of their music. 

Not surprisingiy 'Fower Windows' and 'Hold Your Fire' dominated much of the main 
part of the superbly paced, twenty one song set. 'Marathon' provides the first big 
production number of the night, the band unleashing previously unparalleled heigh~s 
of musical and emotional synthesis as that choir soars heaven-ward at the tracks 
climax to an accompaniment of amusing celestial choral visuals. - The docu-dram 'Man 
hatten Project' receives similar subliminal treatment, band and lighting crew pull
ing out all the stops in order to produce the full effect of it's grandiose punch!. 
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'Turn The Page', 'Prime Mower' and 'Force Ten' are all played with verve and 
vigour, it's apparent that the ban~ are thoroughly enjoy~ng, even thriving on the 
challenge of reproducing the intricacies of the l ate s t album live. But it's devas= 
tating versions of 'Time Stand Still' and especially 'Mission' .which shall forever 
burn particulary bright in my minds eye • 

. The latter track is one of Rush's finest moments on vinyl to date, it's fragile 
musical theme made all more poignant by Neil's perceptively melancholic lyric, deal 
ing with genius' obsessive quest for creative perfection and it's shortcomings, a 
familiar subject to Rushologists!. 

However, to my mind the highlights of the current set. are provided by a brace of 
song s t'rom the most dark, often disturbing of al bums, 'Grace Under Pressure', name
ly 'Red Sector A' and 'Distant Early Warning', during which Alex in particular 
shines with some wonderfully inspired, blistering axework on his custom built 'Sig~ 
nature' guitar; fragmented, green laser light pulses all around the arena to both 
tracks, quirkly dynamic, algebraic time signatures, helped by several thousand air
drummers!. 

Geddy introduces "A sort 01' dance song to change the pace a little called 'Terri
tories'''. tiush's plea for internationalism with it's delicious, quasi-exotic bass
line. 

Time for the band to unwind, disconnect from all the technology and take a trip 
or two down memory lane with 'YYZ', 'The Spirit Of Radio' and, .of course, 'Tom 
Sawyer', which rounds ot'f the set in more ways than one • .Neil's drum solo le.aves 
the audience gasping with astonishment at the great mans precesion, grace and sheer 
power, the . electronic et'fects including a tremendous blast t'rom a sampled horn, add
ing a new dimension to the solo. 
~ncores? none other than those perennial favourites 'Overture/Temples Uf Syrinx' 

from '2112' and a sterming rendition of 'La VillaStrangiato i by which time we're 
• In The Mood' for a party, with red balloons 'n' all!!! 

An unforgettable seriesot' concerts from a band at the absolute zenith of their 
pert'orming capabilities. As another page is turned in the history of tiush' s evolu
tion we await the next chapter with anticipation and facination. After all, 'Any
thing Uan Happen' •••• 

SDIIUN POU.ND 

"Well well, hello again for another tour. (This is getting to be habit forming)". 
So where do you start, well at the beg~nning 1 suppose. It all startea back in 81 

-I think, when a friend rang me up and told me t hat tiush were going to be playl."ng 
in Hritain, but no dates. 

Well as you can imagine I got very excited and all that, it was like a garbled 
reply. going aown the line •••• what·tt, daid you ssay. Yes you guessed it, - knocked 

- for six (as usual) 
So there I was the next day at ~ur local record store in ~dinburgp (There'S not 

really that much to choose from) asking a poor fool. behind the counter it any tick
ets for Rush were up for sale, to which the re.ply was "Who". res I definately thou
gt it's going to be difficult to get tickets but anyhow, on with the review ••• 

l"irstl.y I'd like to take you all to a little town called Lilasgow and a , place cal 
led the S.E.G. G. well there we all were, standing outside, after coming oi'f the bus 
from Edinburgh on a gl.orious April evening 'ana having bt:en told the Hirming,ham gigs 
were gOOd, .l was really looking forward to this, so anyway we go past the bouncers 
with recorders all in very uncomfortable places (ouch) and then in, firstly I was 
struck by the sheer size of the equipment (six lorry loads no less) and all the 
onstage effects whi ch we could see ~rom our vantage point which wasn't much. 

So it was time, the lights dimmed and from the centre stage a lone piper stood 
and played 'Scotland The Brave' I think, I'm not sure because the crowd understand
a~ly were going mad . I was standing there thinking, will they be able to produce 
l~v~ sU~h a com~lex and multi textured album, and then another thought entered my 
bra~n, bugger It'' which seemed an apt comment. 
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After playing this, the piper disappeared stage left, and the three stooges 
theme began playing in, well here we go ••• A flawless production of 'Big Money', 
with the lights going bananas then smoothly into 'Subdivisions', complete with 
scenes from the promo video as well as at the end a very nice shot of the CN , tow
ere Next up was a perrenial favourite 'Limelight' much appreciated by all. 

And then the introductions, "Good evening Scotland, it's been a ' long time". Then 
Alex steps up to say good evening as well, then we were off into 'Marathon' with 
the running man on the back screen, and then with a short, very short breather be
fore announcing the first 'Fire' track 'Turn The Page'. Very nicely done, ,1 thought 
with the ' light man doing a very fast job with ithe veri l ,ights. 

Then i n to 'Prime Mover', a track which for me didn't quite have the impact 1 
thought that it should. And then again there was 'Manhatten Project' with what seem
ed to me anyway, the standout track at that time, with it's lights and superb 
back scrren projection, a very good one, you might have been mistaken for thinking 
that this one was part of the fear triology. 
. But onto an old time favourite" 'Closer To.... The Heart'. After having watched the 
video to this one, 1 was stunned to see ,that a song which by now must have been 
played at least a million" times, still sounded fresh and exciting- and could hol-xi 
the crown awed, not least for the choir (We're famous for that) and then to be 
congratulated by Geddy at the end, well what can 1 say. 

So there we were waiting on tender l'hooks after being told that 'R,ed Sector A' 
was next, we all just stood and stared, not a sound as 1 remember it, but after 
the ' end, there was the usual mixture of shouts, whistles and catcalls, all good 
clean stuff. 

So onwards ever onwards to 'Force Ten', this was where the stage and special 
effects really came into there own with 'Time Stand Still' - magic, - sheer magic. 
Then we were taken once more back down the tunnel fo~ 'Distant Early Warning' and 
then, (pardon the pun) turn the page for 'Lock And Key' and the quiet and melodic 
'Mission', (You have your own views, I have mine). 

And then with a bang into the ~ancing song 'Territories' with the warrior on the 
back screen. So now it Was medley time, starting with 'YYZ' with that amazing drum 
solo from Neil, complete with startling noises to frighten the ones who had never 
heard it (which seemed to be most of the crowd), and then into a short Red lenses' 
followed by an immaCUlate version of 'The Spirit Of Radio' with the effect of bri
ght lights on "concert halls" fright~ning to say the least, but anyway up on -the 
screen a clip from 'Moving Pictures' with that girl, a collective r;oar of qui~e 
astounding quality on the lead in :t:'or 'Tom Sawyer', what a song" it still man'ages 
to reach deep down inside and rip the guts out of you, then thank you. Exit stag~ 
left. to a roar for more (groan). 

Then the wisper and the moan or the intro i'or '2112 I, along with the starman 
making his prescence felt as usual, and then taken along at breakneck speed through 
the 'Temples Of Syrinx' into the mood changer 01' 'La Villa Strangiato', wi1rh it's 
clipped performance standing out as an' example or how Hush were, and can still play 
to their own exacting stand~ds. 

Finally being deposited b~ck 14 years to 'In The Mood' then brought back for ' an 
extended however short onterlude befor the finale, and with the words still ring~ng 
in your ears a very happy "Thankyou very, very muph and Goodnight" it ends. 

So that was the end of the concert that went from on exteme to the other, with 
faultless musicianship onstage, to some poor guitar mixes from the desk, is Jon 
Erickson playing at silly buggers? or is it ju~t that the sheer scale of the equip
ment is too much for one man to c0pe with, but by and large a good time was had 
by one and all, and for that night time did stand still, but for all too short a 
time, well that's it all finished ,for another year. 

On finishing up, I hope that this review has given some insight to all of you 
who didn't · or couldn't get to Glasgow for that night, and that it manages to con
vey all the excitement that went on inside the S.E.C. that night. "Also I'd like 
to mention that, I ••• ah, urn, uh ••• well I have togo now" ••••• 

DAVID (OGGY) OGG (EDINBURGH) 
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Five years of waiting. 
Jhree albums in the bag. 
Singles that have barely made tHe ' top fifty, and ye~ still put the chart-topping 

teeny-bobbers to shame. 
Three pights at a crowded Wembley Arena, excitment so thick, you could cut i~ 

with a knife. 
All that and a front row seat to boot.· 
It would be simple to do a straight forward review, but the media has done that 

already. I could go through- the concert track by track, detail for detail, but no, 
you know what they played. 

So perhaps, a few lasting memories the Wembley gigs left with me: like the sheer 
power with which they open the show, their sense of the dramatic aired plainly as 
'The Big Money' roared from the speakers. 

Like the superb lighting on Alex's guitar solo during 'Limelight', or the way the 
cheer that greeted Geddy's "Hello London!" made. him back off the mike in surprise. 

How about the excellent use of back-projection, used to full effect during the 
masterpiece that was 'Manhatten Project' - the film of the building exploding 
right on the band's time change, chilled me to the bone - and the array of lasers 
displayed in 'Red Sector A'. 

They had me wishing time would stand still, and 'Time Stand Still' went through 
it's live paces, packed with eV.en more emotion than they had managed to achieve in 
the studio. Aimee Mann's larger than life appearance. Alex playing synthesizer. 

Then there was the video that introduced the power of 'Distant Early Warning', the 
lighting on 'Lock And Key', and the powert'ul tug Alex gives to the heart strings 
with his solo at the end of 'Mission', surely one or the most emotive pieces he has 
ever concocted • . 

Memories, special ones, all. But even more special are these: 
'Closer To The Heart',now in it's lengthened state, the band having more fun 

with it now, than ever before. The centre ot' gravity around which the whole show 
revolved. A classic in the true sense ot' the word. 

Anyone who says drum solo's are boring, should have taken a look at ~he professor 
this time around. He threw his heart and soul into it, amidst a lighting display of 
Star Wars proportions. Revolving drumkit, and a sampler for those big band sounds 
throvm in too. Spectacular does not even begin to describe it. Neil surpassed him
self - and so did Hems ·on the lighting board. 

And to follow, all taht with the glory that is '~pirit Uf Radio' ••• what can one 
say? - a litt~e more perhaps •• 

Like the twist to the video that introduced 'Tom Sawyer' , on which ueddy raises 
his bass playing to an art form, and the selt-parody that has. made. 'Overture' and 
'The 'l'emples Of ::iyrJ.nx· moree enjoyable than ever (everyone say "Oir'''). 

How about Alex 's antics throughout the show, and especially during the encores. 
Not· only would he quality for the Monty Python school of silly walks, but his face 
pul~ing would surely qualiry him for the National Guming Uhampionships. Hilarious, 
let alone his singing over the intro to the track! Neil and Geddy were cracking up 
watching nim too. How they kept p~aying I'll never know. 

AI~ this during a piece which has always reatured some awesome musicianship rrom 
al~ three - 'La Villa Strangiato'. Ana then, of course, there was party time during' 
lIn The mood', balloons and handclaps all thrown in at the ena to bring the show 
to a riotous close. 

The overriding emotion was elation. The bana pertormed with an ease and a looseness 
on al~ three nights, that put the 83 show~ \ to shame. They were magriificent. Five: 
years of waiting indeed, was it wortn it - you bet!. 

Lets hope they return a bit soemer next time. l~OW, would someone please teI1 ' me 
who those guys were who came on auring 'In Tne Mood' on the third night ••• 

STEVE DAMAllliLL 

T ctrlZbrr:,- • t .. a a eft ' fi t '3 t .. i t , -r-' :v !~ ;2¥ '. WZt., t east - r -k?Ott'ftWS?J m n f t , em , 
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l~ever having seen l:tush before, live on stage, ( even tnougn l've been a !'an for 
around. tt::n ~ears now). I was dett::rmined ~o gt::t to set:: at It::as"t one show th~s time 
arouna. 00 wi tn a sea"t bookea through an organised coacn trip, J: eag;erly countt::d 
d.own "the. days. 

The I .Learnea tna"t due 1;0 puolic dt::mand, l:tu::;h wt::re in play an extra date, fixed 
for the 21st. So I rushed out to the local Virgin's (no pun intended) to grab a 
ticket. Now it didn't seem so far off. 

At 7.00 p.m: 21/4/88 I arrived at the NEC and noticed that there weren't that 
many cars in the carpark. As I approached the arena, I began to think that I'd gpt 
the wrong date (people were trying to sell tickets in the carpark),. 

I walked up and passed the security staff, this was the night alright, but there 
didn't seem that many people about. There was a giant blue curtain drapped in front 
of the South stand. I bought my beer and overpriced programme, plus the usual sweat
shirt/T shirt. Found my seat onfue East stand, I could see the stage well enough. 

The first tthing to catch my eye was the three red spheres hung from the ceiling. 
Just after 8.00 p.m. the lights dimmed, still the arena WaS only about half full. 
Then we were told we could move closer if we liked,. so the people around us crowded 
forward towards the stage, and I was .left with a perfectly clear view offue stage. 

On the screen appeared the first laser image of the boy looking at us through 
his binoculars, and as the intro of three bJind mice came to and end, the stage 
burst into life as Geddy, Alex and Neil appeared and burst into 'Big Money'. The 
audience voiced their' appre'ciation as Rush's first live show on these shores for 
five years got under way. (I'm sure there was about 10,000 peQple there). 

After Geddy and Alex danced there way throu&h 'Subdivisions' and 'Limelight', 
Geddy approached the microphone and greeted us to a warm welcome, and that they 
were glad to be back after too lon& an absence. we were then treated to 'Marathon', 
(accompanied by the runner on the back screen) followed by two songs from 'Hold 
Your Fire', 'Turn The Page' and 'Prime Mov,er' accompanied by a dazzling light show. 

I certainly didn't know what to expect when Geddy sang "anything can happen" on 
'Prime Mover'. The sound quality was excellent, especially on the newer songs. The 
ba ck screen projection was used really ~ell on 'Manhatten Project', and put the mes
s age of the song across clearly and certainly made you think. 'Closer To The Heart' 
came next, with everyone singing along, (couldn't see any lighters held high though) 
Alex had his classical guitar mounted on a stand in the playing posistion, which 
made the change of guitars easier. (one of his inventions I . suppose). 

':/e were then treated to a fantastic laser show on 'Red Sector A', I was hoping ' 
for a stunning explosion after "shouting guards, and smoking guns" but sadly no, 
(probably been watching the Grace video too much). Then followed the two more songs 
from 'Hold Your Fire', 'Force Ten' which had abstract images of the band on the 
screen. The next song started with a ticking clock, and I think everyone knew what 
was coming before Alex broke into the opening riff of 'Time Stand Still', so far 
no mishaps and I was enjoying myself. 

The audience were enjoying themselves and of course the band looked as if they 
were having a good time. Then the boys disappe lttred from the stage as the intro to 
'Distant Early Warning' played through, then they reappeared to power their way 
through the song. Aft er two more songs from 'Hold Your Fire', Geddy announced that 
it was dance time, and accompanied by tribal dancers on the screen they danced 
their way through 'Territories', where at the appropriate point everyone shouted 
"better beer". 

Into the home straight now, as the familiar beat to 'YYZ' began, then, as the 
song reached Alex's first guitar break, his string br oke, and as the roadies raced 
on to change his guitar, we 'were treated to a few extra seconds of Geddy's bass, 
then Alex came back in looking totaly unflustered. The 'YYZ' broke into the start 
of wha t has to be on o:t" (if not THE) best drum solo's I've ever witnessed, when the 
ki t started revolving with the lasers ,and lights flashing around it · I just toally 
freaked. 

As J. King says Neil .Peart IS the best drummer about. Then after filtering. into 
a bit of fRed Lenses' the st.ooges burst into 'Spirit Of Radio', much to the audience 
ana. my delight. 

Next on the screen appeared the cover vf 'Moving Pictures', and then a voice 
proclaimed "Moving Pictures take 28", then in cartoon form, a man ran to the front 
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of the screen, totally delirious he grabs a pi.cture, puts it in a bottle and ligp,ts 
it, and blows a hole in the back of the screen, then he shouts "Hey kid, come. here" 
and as the little girl stands up she transforms into a rather tasty young lady (as 
cartoon women go), who then proceeds to count in 'Tom Sawyer' in a beautiful Texan 
drowl. 

Then, as soon as they had appeared they were gone, but not for long, as the fam
iliar intro of '2112' began, which sent the ·audience totaly bananas. It is "surpris
ing that Rush still perform this with the- same passion and commitment "as when it 
was first released. Although the anger's gone from the song the power and passion 
are still there. And it is as though they are giving~ the record industry as a whole 
a two finger gesture, as if to say we're still around, and bigger and better. 

The crowd loved it all the same. Finally came a musical masterpiece. 'La Villa 
Strangiato', followed by a mind blowing version of 'In The Mood', which ended with 
both musical and a visual frenzy of sound and lasers, (just like something out of 
Star Wars). 

Saturdays show wa s a different affair altogether. A total sell" out,. with people 
wanting to buy tickets outside. This time I was in the East block again, but: just 
to the side of the stage, a much better seat. Tonights show was being; filmed, and 
I found the camara and mount on the side of the stage, kept getting in my way, and 
it was hard to concentrate on the show. 

Especially with the camera men moving about on stage. Also, the, sound through 
some of the early songs such as 'Manhatten Project' and 'Marathon' didn't seem 
quite up to scratch. I saw Alex charge across the stage seemingly screaming at the 
technician on the side of the stage. He certainly didn't seem to smile quite as 
much. 

Although after 'Closer To The Heart' they looked as though they were enjoying 
themsel ves again. Perhaps, as has been pointed out to m,e, they were p.ossi bly trying 
too hard to make sure things worked out. 

Also, the coloured lights that lit up the audience diluted some of the lighting 
effects. still, 1 enjoyed myself tJlorougly at bot.,h shows, (this time' Alex brokes 
a string right at the end of 'Tom Sawyer'). 

If Saturday's show is included on the 'Hold Your .B'ire' video, which looks as if 
one might be released, then look at the aUdience, stage-right and a girl with ,an 
int'latable banana, and I should be a few rows behind, slightly to the right:. Just 
think - fame at last •••• 

JON (BRISTOL) 

Rush have come a long way since their last performances in Scotland over five 
years ago, what I thought then, Was an immacu~ate stage presentation has grown 
into what must be the ultimate in live performance ••• 

The house lights dim and a solitary Scots piper begins the show. The Scottish 
lament fades as the now familiar stooges theme prepares the crowd for what is about 
to be a night to remember. 

In a mass of sound and colour the band burst into 'Big money' the crowd surge 
i'orward - Rush are back! throughout the entirety of 'Subdivisions' and 'Limelight' 
the crowd sing and punch the air in perfect uniformity, leading into 'Marathon', 
the outline of a digital man appears on the backdrop and proceeds to run the length 
of the song. 

Barely are we four songs into the set, i 'lowing pores, open heart singing, then 
we are hit with the first songs from 'Hold Your l!'ire', both 'Turn The Page' and 
'.Prime Mover' go down brilliantly, as does 'Manhatten Project', which utilises the 
erfect of the baCkdrop superbly. 

The atmosphere generated by 'Closer To The Heart' I doubt could be created any
where else in the world, you just had to b~ there to believe it, the 'Ulasweigian 
Choir' were at their best.. " 

'Red Sector A', 'It'orce 'l'en', 'Time Stand Still', 'Distant Early W~rning', 'Mission' 
'LOCk Ana Key' and 'Territories' tollowed, with cleverly adapted light and laser 
show, complementing the mood and atmosphere on eaCh traCk superbly. 'YYZ,' next; and 
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~he crowd stood in awe as ~eil perrormed the customary drum solo, the. guy is a 
f ••••• g Kenius. 

'Red Lenses' i'ollowed by 'Spirit OI' Radio', sent the crowd awol and a superb 
rendition of . Tom Sawyer' leads the 'Crio into '2112 Overture t, 'Temples 01' Syrinx', 
'La Villa Strangiato' and l'inally I In The mood'. 

And so the show comes to an end, lets hope i'C's not another rive years before 
Rush grace our shores with their pres~nce. 

And sure.1Y 'Che final word must go to Alex, Geddy and l~eil ••• ~HEERS' 

MARK, (GREENOCK SCOTLAND) 

I had not played any pre Hold Your Fire records for many months, and I decided I 
tnat .1 would not play any befor the concer't:. I:~:arrived at i!:he N.E.G. a"t: about 6.30, 
ana was handed a '::lpirit Of !tUSh' lea:t'let ju~t beI'or going in. I had a good. look at. 
all the promo donal goodies :tor sale, Dought a programme, and. tOOK my seat abou'it 
7.1u. AS 7.30 approached I was waiting for the support band to start (having been 
told by the box office that there would be a support band). 

I decided by about 7.50 that the taped music in the arena must be the support band. 
Several people started appearing around the stage, checking guitars, tweaking nobs, 
and 'pushing buttons on the mass of electrical gadgetry set up in the vicinity. 

Four blokes climbed up the rope ladders at each corner of the stage, and sat in 
their chairs suspended high above the stage, to operat the spotlights. Shortly af
ter the music ceased, the lights went out, and then the intra - music started, and 
the outline of a bloke with binoculars off the back of 'Power Windows' was drawn 
on the rear stage screen. This fad~d out, and all was quiet in the inky blackness 
and then it happened; in an instant I was pinned to the back of my seat by an exp
losion of sound and light. 

This effect was quickly cancelled out by the rush of adrenal in that surged through 
me at my first sight and sound of Rush Live. If there is one thing that 'Big Money' 
does not possess, it's a subtle opening. 

I have given several friends a case of the convulsive lurch, when I have put my 
'Power Windows' tape in the car and turned up the volume. Nobody expects an intro 
like that, and I certainly wasn't prepared for it as I sat there in the dark wond
ering exactly what the evening would bring. Well, what a superb opening sequence -
'Big Money', 'Subdivision', 'Limelight' and '1IJlarathon' - all absolutely brilliant. 
to behold live, with the light show and back-up video's/graphics on the rear screen. 

By the end of the first four tracks, my ears had become sufficiently numbed, so 
that it was no longer necessary to cringe at the sound level. we then had Geddy say
ing "Hello Britain, England, Birmingham! How you all doing?". "It's been a long 
time since we've been over here, and we've got a whole lotta songs that we'd like 
to do for you tonight". 

I reallY thought they could have involved themselves a bit more with t ,he, audience, 
by talking in a more ad-lib fashion, rather than with a pre-determined pattern, but 
I guess that's perhaps a bit over critical. 

The next two tracks were i'rom 'Hold Your ]'ire', and I felt they were a bit of an 
anti-climax after the opening salvo. Things picked up after, with 'Manhatten Pro
ject' and then 'Closer To The Heart', with Geddy involving the audience for the 
chorus line. We then had four excellent tracks taken from 'Grace Under Pressure' 
and 'Hold Your Fire' " then 'Lock And Key' which, again, I felt seemed to fall a 
bit flat after the previous four tracks. 

However, we then had the totally superb track 'Mission', surely with 'Time Stand 
Still' and 'Open Secrets' the pick of 'Hold Your Fire' and one of the best tracks 
Rush have ever done, (which reminds me - why the hell didn't t ;hey do 'Open Secrets') 
After I h?-d floated back down to my se~t after 'Mission', we had the excellent tra
ck 'Territories' and then went into an instrumental medley, with the highlight be
ing the spellbinding drum solo from Neil Peart and his revolving drum kit. 

This neatly flowed into 'Spirit Of Radio' to complete the medley. Next we had 
'Tom Sawyer' to close the show. The inevitable encore brought a combination of old
er tracks, which to my mind sound far superior with the benefit of more modern ins-
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truments, ~ and probably increased playing skills. Then that was it - allover, two 
hours of sheer ecstacy had flashed by seemingly so quickly. - - - - -

Unfortunately, unlike a video, I could not rewind and play it again to relive the 
experience, so I reluctantly left the arena, wandered back to the car, and drove 
the fifty or so miles back home. I - couldn't play any music on the way back - that 
would be sacrilage. I just wish I could have got tickets for Saturday and Sunday 
as well, but I was unable to, so I was not to see Rush again live - or was I? 

Ah!, but wait, I was -going to London next Saturday with a mate to watch the John 
Player Rugby Union cup :t'inal at 'l'wickenharn, and I suddenly twigged that, having, 
noted th~ tour dates in the programme, the match coincided with the final Rush gig 
at Wembley. So I persuaded my mate that it would be a good day out if we went to 
see Rush after the Rugby. He was rather unsure, but had no ch6ice really, as I wasn't 
going to London and back without seeing Rush again. 

Anyway the day came, and after the rugby, we, picked our way through the traffic 
from Twickenharn to Wembley, catching all the traffic leaving Wembley from the Rug
by league cup final which had also been played that day. So we arrived at Wembley 
around 6.00 and played some of 'Power Windows' in the car at high volume with the 
windows down (Power Windows in my car of course!) while we waited for the doors to 
open. 

We went_ in when we saw the queue move off, bought a couple of sweatshirts and took 
our seats, this time in the terrace directly in line with and facing the stage. 
Again there was no support band, but who cares, I was here to see Rush!. This time 
I was ready for the opening chord of 'Big Money' - however, my mate wasn't, as 1 
did not tell -him that this track was coming first, so it was his turn to put a head 
shaped dent in the arena roof. It didn't take him long to become a Rush fan. 

So that's it, the highlights. Well, the opening four tracks, Neil Peart's drum 
solo, 'Mission' and also the whole presentation. Lets hope we don't have to wait 
another five years to see them again! ••• 

ANDREW MCKENZIE 

A trip of a lifetime, to see Rush in Germany, well any sane man would on seeing 
the price, would have said I was not so sane. But I stumped up the cash and made 
my way with a feeling of excitment down -to London. Then finally getting on the coach 
for Frankfurt. So we were on our way, past ferry strikes and onwards again finally 
arriving in Frankfurt, with a _ day to rest and enjoy ourselves. 

Now with time catching up on us all, we headed oft· to the - 'Festhalle' (thrilling 
stuf:t' eh!). We arrived to find all of these people standing outside'waiting to ge~ 
in, anyhow once inside, we all headed for the front, some of us getting lost, but all 
finally meeting up midway throughtthe concert. Anyway the concert began with the 3 
stooges theme. 

Smoothly running through 'Big Money', with Mr Big's car making rapid movement ac
ross the screen. Next into 'Subdivisions', with all the back screen projections ac
companing throughout. Then into 'Limelight', which as usual received a big welcome 
by the German and mixed European crowd. With a welcome in German, and then in English 
tWe'd all learned to understand German). 

'Marathon' was introduced, at this stage I decided to grt out of the front row, and 
into some real fresh air, doing my bit to keep pace w_i th music, running round the hal:}. 
(I told you I was mad), to come to rest at the end of the song. 

Geddy then announced that they would be on stage for a couple of' hours, if that, 
was alright- with us, well we really had no choice in the matter and the answer was 
definately affirmative. Anyhow we were treated to 'Turn '1'he Page' with the balls 
making a very prominant feature for the first time that night, then on again into 
'Prime J';lOVer', whiCh had a better 1-eel to it, but that's beside the point. 

Unce more 'Manhatten Project', with the superb back screen projections, which might 
01- turned a t'ew heads in the German crowd, 1 don't really know, but never mind. Any
way 'Closer To ~he Heart' came next, which received the little lighters going up and 
funnily sparklers upstairs. So with that out of the way, we charged on to 'lied Sect
or A', it's difficult to say how this one was received oy the crowd, due to the con-
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tent or the song. 
Then onto t "" e next 'Fire' tracks, 'Force 'l'en', which was run through with amazing 

ease, and then into 'Time Stand Still', with Aimee Mann appearing on the backscreen 
very gOOd effects on that one. Next we were given the back screen of the 'Grace Un
der Pressure' cover, and the little bOy on the missile while 'Distant Early Warning' 
was on. So far everything was sounding and looking good, then came 'Lock And Key', 
with the prisoner being led away, to what is lert to the imagination, then finally 
the last fire track, to me a beautif~l song 'Mission'. 

Next it was time for 'Territories', with the dancing warrior in his different ma
SKS, quite frightening re ally, but however we come to the point of the evening that 
everyone really enjoys, yes, it's medley time. ::itarting with the 'l'oronto morse code 
intro for 'Y t Z', with a drum solo that must have been heard back in Britain, and 
then slippl.ng effortlessly into 'Red lJenses' befor a big stop then you all know what, 
'Spirit uf Radio', with those words "Concert halls" blasting out in light and sound. 

Then we come to 'Tom Sawyer', and so we end the first medley. ~ut l.t·s only a 
short stop, the wind and synthesizer sound for '2112' was really e!'fective as was the 
star man, which went aown a treat. A mention must be made to the group ~ was with, 
who up to ana after this point. were enjoying ourselvt::s so mUCh, -chat ~ thl.nK we: 
ml.ght OI spo.Lled .L t for fan::; standing arouns us, but what the he~l, we were there.' 
to enJoy ourst::lves. 

~o once the general noise of '2112' died down a bit, and the strains of 'La Villa 
Strangiato echoed around the hall, it was a stamping and clapping part, pulling the 
crowd through every chord, but it still managed to sound fresh and not strained 
as with any other band, it might have. Then finally to the last song, which to my 
mind seems to get faster and better every time I've heard it live, and so at the end 
well almost, red balloons floated gently down, to sum up the night for me, the cul
mination of waiting five years to see this, and then finally realising that Rush 
have definately got better with age, have mallowed but can still rock with the best 
of them. 

At the end, there was a concerted effort to get out, but people were standing 
looking totaly knocked out by what they had seen. So that's all from your roving re
porter. Uany thanks are due to M.G.P. for organizing the tour for us, and also to 
those Germans whom I met at the concert. But mention must be made to all those who 
were of great and wide selection of people who went to see Rush, and who like my
self enjoyed themselves to the full - they know who they are, and I hope are not too 
embarassed to show themselves in public again - but that's up to them. One last 
thing; Hello Rob, please write, address is: 

WHEREVER 
TRKE OUT 

DAVID OGG, 
81, TELFORD 'ROAD, 

EDINBURGH. 
EH4 2SB 

YOU LIVE WHY nOT 
R SUBSCRIPTIOn?? 

OnLY £6 516 POR 4 ISSUES 
RDDRES5. WRITE TO EDITORIRL 
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RUSH lUSH IUS RUSH lUSH RUSH 
It was about six years back 

when Geddy Lee, a stringy-haired 
Ken Hensley look-alike, Alex 
Lifeson, a typical street punk who 
just happened to play guitar, and 
John Rutsey, a pint-sized 
drummer, decided it was time to 
gi ye their unique rock 'n 'roll 
vision a fighting chance. Forming 
your proverbial high school band, 
superstardom seemed just a gig 
away, as it does to all naive new 
bands. Today, six years into the 
future from that initiation, a . 
flashy trio called Rush knows that 
stardom is close. And after six 
years of playing bars, high 
schools, pubs and dives, they 
know exactly what it takes to get 
there. 
~ush's first "big break" came 

about a year ago when, tired of 
playing the aforementioned loser 
circuit and making just enough 
money to meet the payments on 
their equipment, the hard-rockin' 
trio opened a local show for The 
New York Dolls. Tho' Rush 
readily admits that the show was 
not one of their besl (" I looked ou t 
and sawall these people! "), they 
surpassed The Dolls with ease. It 
was a turning point. 

. It was also a turning point for 
Vic Wilson and Ray Daniels, the 
band's management team. 
Previously the band had played 
the barband rut in order to keep 
body and soul together. Now, 
even though it meant making 
some financial sacrifices, the ' 
band was prepared to turn down 
loser gigs in order to entice better 
gigs their way. Vic , and Ray 
secured the financing needed to 
go into the studio and ~ork on 
Rush's debut album. A'producer 

I was found and left to his own 
devices. Mistake. 

The quality of the recording 
. was plainly lacking. No one 
faltered. Undaunted, they all put 
their heads and money together 
and offered the aborted tapes to 
Terry Brown, a local produ~er
engineer who has worked with 
Procol Harum, Thunde'rmug, 
April Wine and whose studio was 

by Bob Dunne 
used to overdub all the guitar 
parts, and re-record the really 
badly done tunes. The result was 
an album's worth of tunes; loud, 
raucous and rough material that' 
throbs out of the speakers. 

Now came the hard part, 
soliciting an acceptable label deal 
from one of the Canadian label~. 
Asking for virtually no' . front 
money and a minimal amount to 
be spent on promotion, Vic and 
Ray were still unable to peddle 
;the tapes . Having invested ' 
heavily in the product, they were . 
not about to see the album go 
down 'the tubes. Moon Records, 
their own label, wa's quickly ' 
established and the debut album 
was r.eleased with a negligible 
amo~nt of promotion . 

Yet the tiring years in the local . 
circuit paid an unexpected 
dividend. The initial pressing of 
the album \ was sold out quickly, 
making everyone involved realize 
" .. ~ the cult following they had 
hoped for did, in fact, exist: 

Signing a booking contract with 
the prestigious AT! agency in 
New York, Rush was ' enthused 
about their future potential. ATI 
in turn forwarded a co~y of the 
Moon Records album to Mercury 
Records who also had The New 
York Dolls and was just starting 
to realize vast amount of cash 
with their other Canadian 
'discovery', Bachman-Turner 
Overdrive. Quick to pick up on a 
good thing, Mercury locked up 
Rush for a two-album contract 
that was worth somewhere in the 
region of $200,000. This came a~ a 
time when record companies 
were admittedly cutting back on 
all expenses, particularly in 
terms of advances. Where 
Canadian companies weren't 
willing to pui up fiv~ grand for 
promotions, Mercw'y was willing 
to go all the way. 

However, success takes a toll. 
Just before the hotwax windfall 
came Rush's way, John Rutsey 
left the band, citing legitimate 
health reasons and a basic 
dissatisfaction with the musical 
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direction. This left our heroes up 
the 01' crick without a paddle . 
Moreover, ATI . had already 
,secured a number of lucrative 
American gigs for the band, the 
first of which was a Washington, ' 
DC TV show that they were much 
looking forward to. Enter Neil 
Peart, a veteran drummer with a 
number of Ontario bar bands. The , 
change was a good one. 

"Rutsey's health was really 
bad," says Geddy, more com
passionate than one might expect.. 
"He was running himself right 
into the' ground. The type of 
schedule we had is rough on a 
healthy person. It's hard to put up 
with, but he was really suffering 
from having to play so hard so 
often. Also, Alex and I have 
always moved in the same 
musical direction, and he was 
growing in a different way. I 
knew. . . I think we all knew. . " 
that it was eventually going to 
happen. It should have happened 
a year before it did." 

So, let's take stock of this 
situation~ We have what must 

. appear to be yet another average 
contender in the ' Heavy Metal 
Final He'at; a band with an 

... almost trite name and an ap
proach to music that has been 
used several times before. Is that 
all? Ah, no. 
. There is one thing to be said for 
spending endless fruitless years. 
going through the mill. It breeds a 
confidence and determination 
tha t 'overnight successes' and 
prefabricated 'stars' can only, 
view second-hand, And, aside 
from whatever hype usually 
accompanies the signing of an 
artist, Rush do what they do well. 
There is no lack of talent in this 
unit · and, once again, playing 
together for this long has only 
served to weld what would 
otherwise have been diverse 
musical ideas into . a strong, 
seamless Direction. 

Rush may not offer any star
tling new alternatives to what has 
passed as hard rock in the past, 
but the are not merel co ists 



repac agmg t e ~ame 0 at 
mundane tiu'ee chords in a totally 
random stab at the big money. 
Because of their sincere belief in 
their music, because 'of their 
years of perspiration, because of 
their infectious enthusiasm, Rush 
offer an opportunity to experience 
some first class , music played 
with such energy, a willingness to 
give the audience what they've 
paid for. They realize that the 
musical idiom they are dealing 
with has not progressed a whole 
lot since the Yard birds first made 
the possibilities evident. Hence, 

they have elected to take their 
considerable inna te talents and 
work them, push them, cajole 
them into something that is 
saleable above a'nd beyond the 
barband route. They have taken 
their loungeact ploughshares and 
turned them into top flight 
weapons. The final proving 
ground is neither the daily . 
paper's reviews, the rock 
magazine's reviews, nor the' 
amount of airplay they receive 
(though , all . are invaluable 
assets) . Rush knows tha t the 
determinin factor is success ... 

sales figures, reports from field , 
reps,gold records and audience 
reaction, something they've 
always been strong on. 

Geddy Lee is the frontman, 
though no one has officially 
declared him as such. His vocals 
are difficult to describe, a 
delicious high pi tched banshee 
wail that owes much to a bad case 
of post-nasal drip. Let it suffice to 
say that at some early stage in his 
life, Geddy must have slipped off 
his bicycle seat and into the 
crossbar awful hard. His bass 
playing is methodical and 

.. 

somewhat pedestrian;. but the 
structure of their material allows 

, little else. Yet he'has been known 
to really 'cook' (a cool word fer 
all you hep cats) and he shakes 
like a palsied junkie when he 
steps up to the microphone. 
Totally confident in his abilities to 
get the joint jumpin', Geddy just 
stands and lets the fe~ling move 
him .-. 

Alex Lifeson, between living 
chapters of the Tccnuge Dream, 
has studied hot ' guitar 
pyrotechnics to the point where 
he can let his fin ers do the 
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ta king. A evout fan of Beck and 
(especially) Page and all other 
guitarro monsters; Lifeson 
watcpes his fretboard closely and 
'actually seems amazed when he 
wrestles out the right riffs. He can 
be obviously pleased with the 
sound, something few technically , 
goo.d guitarists have time for. 
"Ood is the music, I'm just the 
instrument" some will say. Not 
Alex! Like a heathen in heat, he 
knows that it's him popping all 
the right notes and he's proud. No 
religious experiences for this kid. 

Neil Peart' flais away at his 
massive kit, filling in any gaps 
and touching all the bases. "I 
draw from a lot of sources," he 
says, admitting that he has a 

, place in his heart for a chosen few 
percussionists. "But I suppose 
visually the closest comparison 
would be Keith Moon." No small 
feat, folks. 

Now that Mercury has sunk two 
hundred big ones into 'Rush and 
the band has had some exposure . 
in the States, does it look like the 
investment is going to payoff for 
all involved. Geddy, without false 
modesty or hyperbole, explains 
the curren t si tua tion. The 
reaction to our American gigs has 
been great. A friend of ours'took a 
copy of the a.lbum on Moon 
Records and sent it to a friend of 
his who is the programmer for 
WMMS in Cleveland. We got a 
call from her immediately saying 
that they ha.d only playe~ one 
song on the air and they got about 
fifty calls on it from people who 
wanted to know who it was. Since 
then WMMS has worn the grooves 
off the record and Mercury says 
the sales are doing well, better 

Ithan even they expected." 
At press time, the album has 

just entered the charts, the much 
coveted 'bullet' affixed. The sales 
figures are definitely healthy and 
a number of gigs have resulted in 
great word of mouth excitement 
about this 'new Canadian 
discovery', Rush. ' Geddy puts it 
more succinctly. , ' . . 

"We didn't believ~ the reaction 
we got in the States. Especially in 
the Mid-west. The kids are really 
hungry for music. They're not 
afraid to show you Ulat they like 
you. In fact they go, nuts if they 
like you. Amer.ican kids are 
craz . We love 'em." 
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JIilght now we're going through the horrors of learning of our indulgenoe. on rec
ord", chuckles Rush guitarist Alex Lifeson. "We've recorded it, now we have to 
learn how to play it ••• we've all grown third legs and extra arms, so now we can do 
it live WITHOUT tapes". 

The blond Canadian axeman may be joking, but at one point not all that long ago 
the typical rtush fan might have taken him seriously. Alex, bassist/keybard/vocal
ist ueddy Lee and drummer Neil Peart have always been meticulous craftamen, but 
with ' their last three releases (Signals, urace Under Pres8ure and Power ~indows" 
theY've become technocrats as well. All three albums were marked by an ~dded emph
as,is Oll, studio errecLs, digitally sampled sounds and keyboards that made live re
production difficult at best. With 'Hold Your ~ire', they've effectively reversed 
.,;he trend. 

"In some ways 'Hold Your I'ire· ia a step back;' explains Lifeson. "On this one, 
the keyboards don·t have as predominant a role. we wanted to get back to the energy 
of a three piece. while it does encompass some elements of the last three albums, 
it's probably the toughest music we've done in a long time". 

And the fans have responded to that toughened sound by putting 'Hold Your Fire' 
in the top 15 after only five weeks. L~Ot bad for a band that was admittedly on 
the point of breaking up only two years ago. 

-Grace Under ~ressure' was a hard album for UD to doH, Lifeson states candidly. 
"Things didn't run smoothly. 'i'here were a lot of prOblems about the band and the 
record ••• we were exnausted when we finished it. At that point, I couldn't imagine 
coming up with anymore original ideas. 

"But Hola. Yor Fire was di1'ferent", ile continues. "We took the longest brea.ll: we've 
ever had in our 13 years together last summer and we were fired up and fresh when 
we recorded it. It was prObably the most fun (to record) of any album we've ever 
made. 

Immediate plans call for Hush to tour the States until March, at whicil p01nt 
they'll retreat to the studio to mix their next record, another live set due out 
by summer. Ana. then it's off to an extensive European tour. 

,,! think that after every record, we 1'eel that we've peaked creatively", spec
Ulates the guitarist. UBut we feel very positive about this one. We still have x'un 
wilih it and we're looking forward to having even more tun witn it playing ili live." 

Alter being in RUSil for nearly 20 years, that's really saying sometiling ••• 
'sse -UPO 

JOIN US AT THE RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB NOW! 
A MEMBERSHIP of just $8.00 includes: 

* A 22" x 34" full -color poster: "Rush Live"! * A "Signals" tour book! * A Swiss embroidered crest of the Rush logo! * Your personalized Rush Backstage Club certificate, suitable for framing! 
* Special offerings of limited edition official Rush Backstage Club merchandise! * Purchase as little as 1 Item Each Year and stay on our mailing list. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST S8.00 (plus postage) - JOIN NOW!! 
Make your check (in U.S. funds) or money order payable to: 

RUSH BACKSTAGE CLUB 
1055 E. TROPICANA AVENUE, #580 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89119 
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Dear Editor, 
I'd like t _o briet'ly reply to the criticism levelled at me and my 'Inn

erview' feature- (issue 2) by .Naveen of Liverpool. 
Straight away I'll admit I tried to be controversal in my personal comments about 

Mr. Peart, and 'hypocrte' is probably a more appropiate description than 'bigpt', 
but 1 believe that most of my points, (with particular reference to the. Europeans 
issue) and options were justified by what l'eart had said. I was interpreting, and 
merely transcribing his words. 

Obviously it was my opinion, and (like arseholes) we've all got one. I'm curious 
to know why Naveen defends Mr. Peart so adamantly - surely he has no more knoledge 
of the man than ~ do~ I also took offence at the quotes where Naveen suggested that 
"we all knOw ••• " what ' Mr. Peart is like. I for one certainly don't I can just g~t 
an impression by what he writes and says. 

::iorry that went on so long, but · I'm keen to make it. ·clear -that 1 have an INDIVIDUAL 
a-pinion (which r expressed), and hopefully none of us has exactly the same impressions 
of everything about Hush. 

Thanks Naveen for your gratitude at my writing ci;f the original article, keep enjoy
ing the music!. 

::>TEVE ADAMS 

Dear l!:ditor, 
00me words fro~ a Canadian? - sure. 

1 get this weird feeling when r read comments founa in issues 2 and 3. Most 01 the 
comments are reasonable, but a 4:'ew seem a bit 'loaded,' • .l have to wonder if the pe
ople who wrote them now regret the fact? oh well. 

I'd,.like to express my empathy for .l!;uropean Hush i'ans who seem to f-eel cheated. 
··At least they've made it this time around! I'm sure no reasons for their absence will 

be adequate, and there seems to be many reasons. 
r would liKe to give a hand to the many fine artists who have contributed their 

works. I 1'ind it interesting to know how other peopl.e, react to RUSh, both mentally, 
emotionally and inte.llectual1y. 

There seems a lot OI' di1'i'erent feelings for 'Hold Your Fir e'. Indeed, it is a 
hig~ point for Rush. I woul~ .like to see some longer pieces appear on tne next album, 
utilizing the instrument combination abil~ties that have been aquired in recent years. 
What dO you think~. 

KEiTH ~B~RT (B.C. CANADA) 

. .' 
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Dear Editor, 
Thankyou for sending me !Spir i t Of Rush;. It is a thoughtfully put 

together magazine with many curiosities for a collector like myself. 
Please find enclosed my personal review of the Wembley concerts. I did actually 

write another one to start off with, but it was much longer and tended to gush a bit 
too much (but then Rush are worth gushing about!) So I've written this shorter one 
with a much more clipped style. I hope it works. 

I'd like to make a couple of comments about a lette r that was published in issue 
3. It was expressing a point of view which, these days, has become overloaded with 
cobwebs it is so old. I think you know the one I'm referring to; 'Rush's new mater
ial is rubbish, what happened to the fantasy, the science fiction, the lyrics about 
other worlds and sword and sorcery? where's the long hair and the kmono's gone?, 
something like that. 

There's a guy wher~ I work who spouts the same drival too, he even had the auda
city to say 'Grace Under Pressure' is a terrible album! take a look f:l,t your own poll .,., 
results ·and I think you'll see that isn't quite true. 

You see, I don't mind these peo.ple upholding this point of view - everyone is en
titled to an opinion after all - but by spouting off about it all the time they are 
managing to fill the heads of the uninitiated with some incredible misco~ceptiops 
about Rush. 

If you were to mention the material or the band to someone who had never heard 
their music the immediate response would be "Oh, heayy metal". That's total bull. 
I've never considered Rush to be heavy metal - to catagorise them so doing, them a 
vast injustice. But these people who go on about long hair and Tolkeinesque lyriCS 
(as good as they are) are only giving people the wrong impression. 

Rush are all-· about progression. They never fail to amazj3 me wi th ;t;p.~ir ability 
to soak up any amount of different musical styles and turn them into something' orig
inal. Just like time - they've never sttbd still. Eac;p. album is different. Each 
album is a peak of it's own. They are always challengirg stylistically and lyric
Wise, while still managing to be melodious. They are not J~ommercial. They don't 
go out an~ write hit singles (if they did It for one would feel betrayed) and, be
cause of this, they have managed to maintain their integrity. Their; mus ic is always 
enjoyable, on whatever level you wish to take it .• 

So, can you imagine what would happen if they succumbed to the temptation of the
se people. With their cobwebbed 0p :Ln~ons, can you imagine what would happen it' they 
churned out '2112' after\'2112' or 'xanadu' after 'Zanadu'? uproar from the major
ity of their fans, for one, "we told you so" from the music press, for another. 
Boredom for themselves too, powerchord after powerchord, scream after scream. Geddy 
would be wearing tight trousers again; ..Alex would be, looking i'or a nEJW kimono·; Neil 
might even grow his moustache back! 

One things for sure thoug;p., they'd soon go stale. If they'd continued along the 
path set by 'A Farewell To Kings' . and 'Hemispheres' they would have split up within 
five years. - But they didn't. You know why? because they ~ gpt; integrity, they 
DO believe in their art and what their doing, and they also know that the aforemen
tioned albums will always be there, for their fans to listen'.! to. 

And I listen to them a lot - because I love them. And I love 'Hold Your Fire' and 
'Power Windows,' just as much. I love Rush because they are always t'orging ah~ad, 
leaving their contemporaries floundering in their wpke. 

Long may they co~tinue to do so . I just wish these other people could appreciate 
all this - anyway thankS for letting me air MY opinion. Keep up the good work. 

STEVE DAMARELL 

Dear Editor, 
ln reply to the above letter t'rom S.D of Middx - 1 must first appol

ogise t'or my poor hasty, and misguided jUdgement,~ r can only put it down to the t'act 
that I was star ved, like the rest of us, of the lads doing ' the honours or v~sitin~ 
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our shores I'or a live per!'ormance. 
(I was also in the front row at Wembley, like yourself), after the sheer brilliance 

of the performances, I saw with my wife, I can now see what majestic perfection 'hold 
Your Fire' and 'Power Windows' truely are. I just needed to see them 'II.. ive to apprec
iate them. 

Now that I have, I can only agree with the things that you say. But I hope I haven't 
given you the wrong impression of myself, by the letter you reffered tD in issue 3. 
For you see, I too don't wish the band to churn out '2112' after '2112', or to don 
silk kimono's again, (as for the long hair, well I'm not one of those either, I'm as 
bald as a coot myself). 

Well now I've cleared the air about that, as you have probably guessed by this qui
ck reply to your letter that, I have a small, but significant part: in the mag to whi
ch you have kindly contributed your time and effort, like myself. 

At least it shows people do take music and Rush seriously. Appologies once again 
for a hasty and much regretted letter. 

TERRY (CATFORD) 

Dear Editor', 
I think this is one of the best things to happen for Rush fans for a 

long time; as you say 4 years is a long time!. 
I read every word of 'Spirit', and I got a lot more information that I wanted to 

read about Rush out of it, than I have out of any other publication. I sincerly hope 
that fan's everywhere contribute, and make this fanzine a national newspaper!. 

Many thanks to Mick Burnett and his team. Keep up the good work. I hope to be con
tributing more for future issue's. 

ERIC RYAN 
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VERY LIMITED EDITION COLLECTOR'S RECORD 
Why Rush 'n' Roulette? Simply place your tone arm on the 
edge of this record as you would normally do, and when 
you let Rush 'n' Roulette spin there's an equal chance that 
any of the six featured Rush songs will be heard. This is 
a unique mastering process causing a completely ran
dom song occurence. In other words, "We have assumed. 
control". 

Let it spin and enjoy the music. 

THIS COMPUMENTARY RECORD IS PROVIDED THROUGH 'tHE COURTESY 
OF RUSH AND POLYGRAM RECORDS 

Mastered by Ray Hagerty at Sound Wave Recording Studios 

FOR PROMOTION ONLY NOT FOR SALE 

Manufactured and Marketed by PolyGram Records. Inc .. 810 Seventh Ave .. New' York. N.Y.. 10019. 
Unauthotized duplication fs a violation of applicable laws. All tights reserved. Printed In U.s.A. 
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MICK BURNETT 
26,BERWICK TOWER, 
KNOYLE STREET, 
NEW CROSS, 
LONDON SE14.6EY. 
ENGLAND. 
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